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SECTION 1:  CHECK VALVES
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WM80 SERIES

WM80A
3/8 INCH

SHUTTLE VALVE

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2010.06.16
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SECTION 1 Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.

REV. DATE: 2010.08.10

To order specify WM80__(suffix) _______(part number). Select suffix and part number below 

Suffix Part Number Description 

WM80 * 111231 Shuttle valve without auxiliary port 

WM80A 111232 Shuttle valve with auxiliary port fo r gage or 
switch 

*Manufactured by Williams Controls 
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WM83 SERIES

CHECK
VALVE

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

This check valve series is designed for air circuits utilizing small 
pipe sizes, 1/8’’ and 1/4” NPT. Companion items include WM34, 
55 Rotary, WM147 Relay, WM200 Anti Jacknife Tee, WM219 
Dash Valve, WM224 Modulating Dash Control, WM331 Foot 
control, WM342 Pop Off, WM366 Quick Release, VM371 Lever 
Button, WM448 Cylinders, WM449 Cylinders, WM498 Module 
Dash Controls, WM637 Cylinders, etc.

Serv ice this unit with repair kit R83. 
* Asterisk designates parts included in repair kit. 

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2011.01.26
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SECTION 1

WM774 SERIES

1/2 INCH
CHECK VALVE

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 

DESCRIPTION  The WM774A is a lightweight aluminum check valve engi-
neered for industrial and vehicular applications which operate with a moder-
ate air flow rate. WM774A valves can be installed directly into air reservoirs or 
mounted in-line.

OPERATION  The WM774A check valve allows air flow from the inlet to the 
outlet, with minimum restriction, as long as air pressure is greater at the inlet 
than at the outlet. When inlet pressure falls below outlet pressure, a spring-loaded 
stainless steel poppet seats on an elastomer-bonded metal ring to seal off the inlet 
port and prevent reverse flow.

APPLICATION  WM774A series check valves are used to protect downstream 
pneumatic circuits from pressure loss due to upstream pressure depletion. The 
male threading on the WM774A outlet port makes valve ideal for installation 
directly into air reservoir inlets to maintain pressure in the event of negative fluc-
tuations in supply pressure. Note: A check valve should not be installed directly 
downstream from a compressor without the use of a pulse-isolating reservoir.

REV. DATE: 2010.06.16
Available from Brake Systems Inc.
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REV. DATE: 2010.06.16
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SECTION 2:  AIR SCALES

WM-653
 
WM-654
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WM653 SERIES

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION   WM653 bleeder valves are engineered for use in conjunc-
tion with Williams air scales. They function to control pressurization of 
scale lifting chambers  to conform  with the load which is being weighed.

OPERATION   A WM653 bleeder valve is factory installed on each air scale 
lifting chamber. The WM653 allows air to flow into the chamber until it is 
sufficiently pressurized to lift the load. When the chamber rises, the bleeder 
valve stem is held down by an internal spring to open the valve’s exhaust 
port. The exhausting of supply pressure delivered to the chamber causes a 
gage on the air scale control panel to stabilize, indicating to the operator 
that the chamber has lifted the load.

APPLICATION   WM653 bleeder valves are designed for use with Wil-
liams air scales. Two models are available with the two lifting chamber sizes. 
Appropriate bleeder valves are included with purchase of air scale kits and 
lifting chambers.

AIR SCALE
BLEEDER

VALVE

REV. DATE: 2011.01.19
Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
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Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2011.01.19
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WM654 SERIES

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION   TheWM654A is an air saver valve engineered for use in conjunc-
tion with Williams air scales. Air savers maintain up to 80% of the air in one of 
the lifting chambers while the other set is being used. This allows multiple weight 
checks to be made without the necessity of repeatedly recharging the chambers.

OPERATION   WM654A air savers are equipped with two internal diaphragms, two 
inlets and two outlets. The diaphragms function to direct air flow from a pressurized 
inlet to the corresponding outlet, and to prevent any other flow through the valve. 
This allows air to be held in a lifting chamber for subsequent weight checks while 
another chamber is being pressurized.

APPLICATION   WM654A air saver valves are designed for use with vehicular air 
scales. One air saver is used for each set of lifting chambers and is installed be-
tween the air scale control panel and the first lifting chamber. WM654A valves are 
included with applicable Williams air scale kits.

AIR
SAVER
VALVE

REV. DATE: 2011.01.19
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SECTION 2 Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.

REV. DATE: 2011.01.19
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SECTION 3:  BRAKE CONTROL VALVES

FAST BRAKE KIT

WM-81

WM-271

WM-321

WM-325

WM-385

WM-420

WM-498

WM-672

WM-674

WM-762

WM-763

WM-777
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SECTION 3

WM271 SERIES
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION   Available with various combinations of button actuators and es-
cutcheon plates, the WM271 series valves are three-way, panel-mounted push button 
valves. These valves are available with or without return springs. On spring-returned 
models, the spring restores the valve to the normal position when the button is re-
leased. Other models must be manually returned to the normal position.

OPERATION   as shown in the installation schematics below, the WM271 push 
button valve directs air pressure from one of two sources to a single outlet. When the 
button is in the normal released position, air flows between the emergency inlet port 
and the outlet (relay) port. Reverse flow is permitted. The operator depresses the 
button to close the emergency inlet and open the alternate inlet (tank) port. Pressure 
from the second supply source is then delivered to the outlet port. IMPORTANT:  
On spring-returned models, the operator must hold the button in the depressed po-
sition. On models without the return spring, the button will remain pushed in until 
(1) it is manually returned, or (2) the emergency inlet pressure becomes greater than 
the outlet pressure. When the emergency inlet pressure exceeds the downstream 
outlet pressure, the valve automatically returns to the normal position.

APPLICATION   The diagrams below illustrate two ways that the WM271 series 
valves can be used in the braking system of heavy duty vehicles. When a trailer or 
dolly is disconnected, the WM271A is used as a “hostler’s button” to control the 
application and release of the parking brakes. Before moving the trailer or dolly, the 
button is depressed to release the brake. The operator may then reapply the brakes 
without reconnecting any air lines. When the tractor lines are reconnected, the valve 
automatically returns to the normal position and the brakes are released. In the 
second application shown below, the WM271 valve is used to control the auxiliary 
air supply during an emergency release of the spring brakes. The WM271 valves can 
also serve as a three-way push button valves in industrial applications if the emer-
gency inlet is used as an exhaust port.

THREE-WAY
PUSH BUTTON

VALVE
CONTROL

REV. DATE: 2011.01.27
Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
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*Asterisk designates items included in repair kit. 
Service WM271A with repair kit R271AB and 
WM271D with repair kit R271DE.

REV. DATE: 2011.01.27
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION   The WM321 is a panel-mounted, normally closed, three-way 
valve with a pull-to-open, push-to-close control knob. The WM321 requires a 
minimum supply pressure of 35 PSI (241,3 kPa) for operation, and automatically 
closes when supply pressure falls below that level.

OPERATION   When adequate supply pressure is present and the WM321’s 
control knob is pulled out, air is allowed to flow from the valve’s inlet to its outlet. 
If the knob is pulled out when the supply pressure is below the required level of 
35 PSI (241,3 kPa), the flow is blocked where the piston seats on the exhaust tube 
and the valve remains closed. When the knob is manually pushed in or the supply 
pressure depletes to the 35-45 PSI (241,3-309,3 kPa) range, the valve closes and any 
pressure at the outlet is released through the exhaust port.

APPLICATION   The WM321 can be used in any industrial or vehicular system 
capable of supplying the required minimum of 35 PSI (241,3 kPa) of air pressure to 
the valve. The WM321 is often used to provide manual and automatic application 
of the trailer brakes in the vehicular air brake systems. When the WM321’s control 
knob is pulled out, the brakes are released. If the supply pressure drops to the 
automatic application range or if the knob is pushed in, the brakes are applied. This 
is typically used with the relay emergency valve as the WM101 series where a “pull 
to release” function is desired.

WM321 SERIES

EMERGENCY
SAFETY
VALVE

REV. DATE: 2011.01.19
Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
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SECTION 3 Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.

REV. DATE: 2011.01.19
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WM385 COMPLETE VACUUM KITS

WM420 COMPLETE AIR KITS

WM385D
Vacuum/Hydraulic Control Kit

A trailer control kit for trucks with vacuum 
boosted hydraulic brakes pulling trailers with 
vacuum/hydraulic brake boosters and hydraulic 
foundation brakes. There are many variations 
of this basic diagram. Please contact the BSI 
engineering department for details.

WM420E
Air Brake Kit, Hand Control

Adds a trailer control to trucks destined to pull air brake 
trailers. This kit is designed as an aftermarket addition 
to Non/Pre FMVSS121 air brake trucks with dual foot 
valves and twin air tanks (primary and secondary).

For trucks with other brake systems, contact BSI engi-
neering for suggestions. WM606C1 is the standard hand 
control with gage that produces up to 120 PSI with full 
handle movement. It is also available in variations, 0–30,
0–60, 0–85 and *0–180.

 *Usually for off highway operations such as logging 
machinery

REV. DATE: 2010.06.16
Available from Brake Systems Inc.
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REV. DATE: 2010.06.16
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WM498 SERIES

MULTIPLE
VALVE

MANIFOLD
PANEL

ASSEMBLY

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

The WM498 series comprise a variety of push button, rocker, toggle, and knob-actuated 
valves. With end caps, spacing blocks, and supply manifolds, the WM498 series valves are 
grouped together in multiple valve manifold panel assemblies.

Each manifold assembly required a WM498 assembly kit to unite the assembly compo-
nents. The WM 498 valves have integral aligning pins on mating surfaces and are held 
together by two tie bolts that run the full length of the assembly. The tie bolts, O-ring seals, 
and extra aligning pins are supplied in the WM498 assembly kits. 

With the exception of the end-mounting units, all of the WM498 series valves have 
“straight-through” supply passages that allow the panel assembly to be fed by a single 
supply source. To seal the supply passage between two components, the WM498 series is 
designed with O-ring grooves on supply passage interfaces.

Air pressure is supplied to the assembly through a WM498A and cap or a WM498D supply 
manifold. To mount the WM498A end cap on the assembly, extra aligning pins are re-
quired in certain installations. Supplied in the assembly kits, these pins are used to connect 
the end cap’s female mounting surface to another female surface. In this type of installation, 
two O-rings must be used. The WM498D supply manifold is available either as a series-
mounting unit (WM498D) or as an end-mounting unit (WM498D1).

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2010.06.16
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REV. DATE: 2010.06.16
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WM498 B,C,H,M&W

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION   The WM498B,C,H,M, and W are components of the WM498 
series control panel assemblies. They are gang mounted, sheer action valves 
available with either toggle, rocker, or push button actuators. The toggle and 
rocker actuated units are two-position, manually operated, three-way valves. 
The push button version is a spring returned, normally closed, three-way valve. 
Retained by the tie rods and locknuts supplied in the assembly kits, these valves 
are mounted in manifold assemblies.

OPERATION   The operation of these valves depends on two internal work-
ing parts. These are the poppet, which opens or closed the exhaust port, and 
the stem, which opens or closes the supply port. Flipping the toggle or rocker 
to the “on” position or depressing the push button causes the poppet to seat on 
the stem. This closes the exhaust port and moves the stem downward to open 
the supply port. When the toggle or rocker is flipped to the “off ” position or 
the push button is released, the stem is returned by an internal spring to close 
the supply port. At the same time, the poppet is lifted off the stem and spring-
returned, which opens the exhaust port.

APPLICATION   The WM4988,C,H,M and W are universal application valves 
designed for controlling small air cylinders, relay valves, or air-operated acces-
sories in industrial or vehicular pneumatic systems.

THREE-WAY
ACCESSORY

VALVE

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2011.01.19
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SECTION 3 Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.

REV. DATE: 2011.01.19
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WM498E

EMERGENCY
SAFETY
VALVE

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2011.01.19

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION   The WM498E is a component of the WM498 series 
manifold panel assemblies. The WM498E is a gang-mounted, three-way 
valve with pull-to-open, push-to-close action. When the supply pressure 
exceeds a nominal 35PSI (241,3 kPa), the valve may be manually opened or 
closed; when the supply pressure drops below 35-45 PSI (241,3-310,3 kPa), 
the valve will automatically close.

OPERATION   the WM498E is a spring-returned, normally closed valve 
that requires a minimum supply pressure of 35 PSI (241,3 kPa) before the 
valve can be manually opened. When adequate pressure is present and the 
valve knob is pulled, air flows from the supply port to the outlet port. If the 
knob is pulled when the supply pressure is below the minimum, the flow of 
the air is blocked by the piston seated on the exhaust tube. When the sup-
ply pressure decays below the minimum holding pressure, or the button is 
manually pushed in, the supply port closes. Any pressure at the outlet port 
is released through the exhaust port

APPLICATION   as a part of a WM498 manifold panel, the WM498E 
can be used in most industrial or vehicular pneumatic brake systems. 
The WM498E is commonly used as a trailer emergency valve in air brake 
systems of heavy duty vehicles. In these applications, the button is pushed 
to exhaust air pressure to the emergency line supplying the trailer(s). The 
WM498E must not be used in FMVSS-121 applications.
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SECTION 3 Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.

REV. DATE: 2011.01.19
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WM498F

PRESSURE
HOLDING

VALVE

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2011.01.19

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION   The WM498F is a component of the WM498 series manifold 
panel assemblies. The WM498F is a gang-mounted, three-way valve with pull-to-
open, push-to close action. When the supply pressure exceeds a nominal PSI (241,3 
kPa), the valve may be manually opened or closed; if the supply pressure drops 
below25-35 PSI (172,4-241,3 kPa), the valve will automatically close. As long as the 
valve is open, an internal check valve maintains the outlet pressure at peak supply.

OPERATION   The WM498F is a spring-returned, normally closed valve that 
requires a minimum supply pressure of 35 PSI (241,3 kPa) before the valve can be 
manually opened. When adequate pressure is present and the valve knob is pulled, 
air flows from the supply port through the check valve to the port. The built-in 
check valve allows the highest system pressure to be delivered. This prevents the 
brake chamber from being affected by supply pressure fluctuations, and thereby 
eliminates brake “drag”. When the supply pressure decays below a nominal 25 PSI 
(172,4 kPa), the valve will close even if the knob is held in the open position. When 
the valve is closed, the flow of air is blocked by the piston seated on the exhaust 
tube. Any pressure at the outlet port is released through the exhaust port when the 
knob is pushed in. 

APPLICATION   As a part of a WM498 manifold panel, the WM498F can be used 
in most industrial or vehicular pneumatic brake systems. The WM498F is used pri-
marily to control the application of spring brakes in heavy duty vehicles. This valve 
must not be in FMVSS-121 applications.
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SECTION 3 Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.

REV. DATE: 2011.01.19
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WM498J&S

THREE-WAY
NON-OVERRIDE

VALVE

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2011.01.19

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION   The WM498J and WM498S are components of the WM498 series 
manifold panel assemblies. The WM498J and WM498S are gang-mounted, three-
way control valves that require actuation both manually and by supply pressure. The 
WM498S is designed to be mounted at one end of the manifold panel, while the 
WM498J is installed between two other components in the panel assembly .Func-
tionally, the WM498J and the WM498S are identical. Each consists of a manually-
actuated, three-way valve stacked in series with a pressure-actuated two-way valve 
that provides a non-override safety feature.

OPERATION   The WM498J and WM498S are spring-returned, normally closed 
valves that require a minimum supply pressure of 35-45 PSI (241,3-310,3 kPa), to fa-
cilitate delivery after manual actuation. The manually-actuated portion of each valve 
controls the outlet port, and the pressure-actuated portion controls the supply and 
exhaust ports. When the supply pressure exceeds 35-45 PSI (241,3-310,3 kPa), the 
supply port opens, simultaneously closing the exhaust port. When this occurs, the 
manual portion of the valve can be operated to deliver pressure to the outlet port. If 
the supply pressure should drop below 35-45 PSI (241,3-310,3 kPa), the supply port 
automatically closes, and the exhaust port opens to release any pressure at the outlet 
port. The manual control cannot override this automatic safety function.

APPLICATION   the WM498J and WM498S are engineered to control pressure de-
livery to industrial or vehicular pneumatic brake systems. These valves are often used 
in air brake systems of tractor-trailer combinations to control the trailer air supply.
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SECTION 3 Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.

REV. DATE: 2011.01.19
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WM498P

THREE-WAY
PUSH/PULL

VALVE

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2011.01.19

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION   The WM498P is a component of the WM498 series mani-
fold panel assemblies. It is a gang-mounted, three-way valve with push-to-
open, pull-to-close action. The valve may be opened or closed manually, but 
will close automatically if supply pressure drops below the minimum hold-
ing pressure.

OPERATION   The Wm498P is a spring-returned , normally closed valve 
that requires a minimum supply pressure of 45 PSI (310,3 kPa) to keep the 
valve open after manual operation. When the knob is pushed in, air flows 
from the port to the outlet port. When the knob is manually pulled out, or 
when the supply pressure drops to the 20-45 PSI (137,9-310,3 kPa) range, the 
supply port closes, and any pressure at  the outlet port is released through 
the exhaust port.

APPLICATION   As a part of WM498 manifold panel, the WM498P can be 
used in most industrial or vehicular pneumatic systems where a three-way 
valve is required. It is commonly used in the air brake systems of heavy duty 
vehicles to control the manual or automatic application of the spring brakes.
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SECTION 3 Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.

REV. DATE: 2011.01.19
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WM498R

DUAL
FUNCTION
CONTROL

VALVE

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2011.01.19

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION   The WM498R is a component of the WM498 series manifold 
panel assemblies.  A dual  function,  gang-mounted air control valve, the WM498R 
has a built-in provision for an emergency supply reservoir. The unit consists of two 
manually-operated three-way valves housed in an integral casting.

OPERATION   In the WM498 R dual function control valve, one valve assembly 
controls the supply and exhaust ports, while the other controls the outlet and emer-
gency ports. When pressure at the supply port exceeds 45 PSI (310,3 kPa), the first 
valve can be manually opened or closed. From the first valve, air flows into the sec-
ond valve, which is spring-loaded to allow air to pass directly to the outlet and emer-
gency ports. If the supply pressure drops to the 35-45 PSI (241,3-310,3 kPa) range, 
the first valve automatically closes the supply port. Any pressure at the outlet port is 
released through the exhaust. A built-in check valve in the emergency port protects 
the emergency air supply. When the normal air supply is shut off, the second valve 
may be manually actuated to close the exhaust port and open the emergency port. 
The emergency reservoir then supplies air to the outlet port. Since the second valve’s 
function is intended for temporary, emergency use, this valve’s control must be held 
manually. As soon as this control is released, pressure at the outlet port is discharged 
through the exhaust.

APPLICATION   The WM498R dual function control valve is often used in heavy 
duty vehicular air brake systems to control the spring brakes in normal and emer-
gency conditions. This valve is also suitable for industrial applications that require 
both normal and emergency supply controls.
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REV. DATE: 2011.01.19
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WM672 SERIES

THREE-WAY
NON-OVERRIDE

VALVE

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2011.01.19

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION   The WM672 series valves are panel-mounted three-way control 
valves that are actuated manually and by supply pressure. Each unit consists of a 
manually-actuated three-way valve stacked   in series with a pressure-actuated two-
way valve. The two-way valve provides a non-override safety feature.

OPERATION   The WM672 series valves are spring-returned, normally closed 
valves that require a minimum supply pressure of 45 PSI (310,3kPa) to hold the 
open position after manual actuation. Since the pressure actuated portion of the 
valve controls the supply and exhaust ports, the supply port remains closed with 
insufficient supply pressure, and any outlet pressure is released through the exhaust 
port. When the supply pressure exceeds 45 PSI (310,3kPa), the supply port opens 
and the exhaust port closes. The manually-actuated portion of the WM672 valve 
controls the outlet port: with adequate supply pressure, this part of the valve can be 
operated to direct pressure to the outlet port. If the supply pressure drops to the 65-
45 PSI (241,3-310,3kPa) range, the supply port closes. Outlet pressure is exhausted 
and the trailer emergency brakes are applied automatically. The control cannot 
override the automatic safety function.

APPLICATION   Designed for industrial and vehicular applications, the WM672 
series valves are used to deliver pressure to pneumatic systems that must not be 
operated with less than 45 PSI (310,3kPa). In air brake systems of tractor-trailer 
combinations, the WM672 valve controls the application and the trailer emergency 
brakes. If the supply pressure drops below the necessary level, then the WM672 
valve applies the trailer emergency brakes automatically. This valve is not recom-
mended for FMVSS-121 trailer applications.
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WM674 SERIES

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2011.01.19

DUAL FUNCTION
PARKING BRAKE

CONTROL
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SECTION 4:  MODULATING VALVES

WM-90

WM-106

WM-224

WM-317

WM-333

WM-352

WM-606

WM-607

WM-786

WM-787
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WM90 SERIES

PRESSURE
MODULATING

VALVE

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2011.01.19

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION   The WM 90 valves are a variety of push rod-actuated, self-relieving 
pressure modulators. Several models are available with different pressure ranges and 
modulating characteristics. All valves in the WM 90 series have a threaded stud at 
the push rod neck for mounting. Each valve is furnished with a hex nut requiring a 
1.5 inch wrench.  The WM 90 valves can be in a .103 inch (26 mm) diameter hole 
through material up to 0.25 inch (6 mm) thick.

OPERATION   When the valve is in the deactuated  position, the pressure at the out-
let port equals atmospheric pressure. Depressing the push rod closes the exhaust pop-
pet. Additional movement of the push rod unseats the poppet. The out-put pressure 
rises to balance against an internal spring under the main piston. The main piston 
closes the inlet port to maintain the balanced condition. Further movement of the rod 
establishes a new balance point. As the push rod is released, the exhaust port opens to 
decrease the outlet pressure. When the push rod is fully released, the valve exhausts 
and returns to the deactuated position. 

APPLICATION   The WM 90 series pressure modulating valves serve as subassem-
blies in many Williams Air Controls products. In most instances, the actuating force 
is applied to the push rod through a lever-action mechanism that multiplies the push 
rod stroke and reduces the effort required for actuation. As a result, the actuation 
effort is relatively constant throughout the modulation range, making the WM 90 
valves ideal for throttle control applications.
IMPORTANT: For safety-related applications, use the WM 90 series valves which are 
designed with special fail-safe features and are approved for FMVSS-124 application.
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WM106A COMPENSATING VALVE

Available from Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2010.06.16

Available with different actuators, the WM106A hand valve is a 
lightweight, compact, three-way pressure modulator.  Equipped with 
a handle that stops in four distinct positions, the WM106A provides a 
compensating four-stage output.  
The WM106N is similar to the WM106A, but from the OFF position, 
the WM106N handle moves through an infinite number of positions 
before locking in the ON position.  (The WM106N handle locks only 
in the ON and OFF positions.)  Both the WM106A and WM106N 
have an adjustment that limits the maximum output to a preset level.
The WM106F, designed with a push pin actuator, has an unthreaded 
inlet.

The WM106U is also actuated by a push pin, but this valve has a threaded inlet port.  The 
WM106F and WM106U are usually combined with a lever-action mechanism that multiplies the 
force applied to the push pin.  
When the actuator is applied, an internal diaphragm expands, closing the exhaust port and un-
seating the supply poppet.  The outlet pressure increases to balance against an internal spring.  To 
maintain this balanced condition, the supply poppet seats.  A new balance point is established if 
the downstream pressure changes or if the operator repositions the handle or push pin.  A second 
internal spring returns the valve to the rest position when the operator releases the handle or 
push pin.  Pressure at the outlet port escapes through the exhaust vent. 
IMPORTANT:  When the handle on the WM106A or WM106N models is locked in a delivery 
position, the operator must manually return the handle in order to exhaust the valve.
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WM224H HAND VALVE

Available from Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2010.06.16

Developed to answer the need for a small modulating and 
pressure limited type of control. It is available in two ver-
sions, one with a single “on” position and another with three 
“on” positions. Certain vehicles such as school busses and 
light trucks require a higher degree of operator control than 
available with simple on-off controls*. With this device, the 
driver may regulate the stopping force of the spring brakes 
to meet existing road conditions. Other usage would be as a 
pressure limited dash control for exhaust brakes.
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WM317, WM333

COMPENSATING
DUAL/SINGLE

VALVE

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2010.06.16

The most significant design of the WM317 or WM333 Compensat-
ing Valve is the finger tip control.  An operator need not have a sore 
arm to complete a day’s work.  Adjustable handle friction may be 
set to the requirement of the job, or the desire of the operator.  The 
low reactionary pressure (a function of exclusive Williams valving) 
allows precise control with small effort.  Long life of individual parts 
is a result of the low reactionary valving.  There are also no cams to 
wear out, as the operating force is straight push or pull.

Pressure compensation range is variable from 0-60 PSI to 0-180 
PSI, depending on the valve specified.  This allows a wide choice for 
specific requirements.

Compact mounting is a bonus feature to save space in critical panel 
areas, and all lines point straight down.  A common air supply feeds 
both valves, and an air strainer is included with the fittings.

Cartridge replacement of valving keeps unproductive time to a 
minimum.  A removable barrier plate assembly renews the internal 
valving in minutes with simple hand tools.

Air flow capacity is ample for all pilot controlled systems, and many 
direct hookups.  One quarter inch cylinder parts flow over 35 CFM 
(standard air is measured at 100 PSI head pressure).

SINGLE WM333
DUAL  WM317
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WM352 SERIES

HIGH FLOW
MODULATING

VALVE

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2011.01.19

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION   The WM352 series valves are three-way pressure 
modulators that frequently serve as sub-assemblies in other Williams Air Controls 
products. A spring and push rod assembly (not included) are required to actuate 
the valve and to provide output compensation. The WM352 series is specifically 
designed for pneumatic braking systems that incorporate relay valves.

OPERATION   When the mechanical actuator depresses the valve’s balance piston, 
the piston seats to prevent pressure from escaping through the exhaust port. Further 
movement against the piston causes a path to open from the supply port to the 
outlet port. The outlet pressure balances against the spring in the actuating assem-
bly. The valve achieves a balanced condition and the piston closes the supply port to 
maintain this condition. Additional piston movement or a change in downstream 
pressure will cause a new balance point to be established. When the mechanical 
actuator is released, the piston unseats and outlet pressure is discharged through the 
exhaust port.

APPLICATION   The WM352 is used in several Williams Air controls treadle valves 
to modulate pressure delivery to industrial or vehicular braking systems. These 
valves also serve as sub-assemblies for the WM400 and WM401 pressure regula-
tors. As a treadle valve or regulator component, the WM352 valve is supplied with 
an actuating assembly. However, when the VM352 valve is purchased separately, the 
customer must supply spring-actuator. 
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WM606 SERIES

COLUMN-MOUNTED
PRESSURE

MODULATION
VALVE

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2010.06.16

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 

DESCRIPTION   TheWM606 series valves are adjustable, self-relieving, pressure 
modulating valves designed for column mounting. Actuated by a handle these 
normally-closed valves feature precise modulating control of air pressure deliv-
ery. Several models are available with various output ranges, and some models 
are equipped with gages and adjustable handle travel stops. The WM606 series 
valves incorporate the WM90 series pressure modulating valves.

OPERATION   The WM606 valves are equipped with a friction adjustment 
which restricts or allows free movement of the handle. The desired handle 
friction is obtained by adjusting the three screws under the handle. Important: 
When these screws are loosened to product minimum handle friction, the opera-
tor must hold the handle in the applied position. Although the handle travels a 
maximum of 90 degrees, the handle position can be changed in 30 degree incre-
ments. If the WM 606 valve is equipped with adjustable handle travel stops, then 
the handle will travel only between the stop positions. This feature lets the cus-
tomer establish minimum and maximum pressure limits within the valve’s output 
range. When the WM606 valve handle is applied, the valve opens to modulate 
the delivery of air pressure. As the handle is returned to the rest position, air 
pressure at the outlet port is released through the exhaust.

APPLICATION   WM606 series valves are designed for applications requiring 
hand-controlled modulation of air pressure. WM606 valves are frequently used 
to provide hand control of trailer vehicle brakes. These valves are also used in 
marine and industrial machine control systems. WM606 valves can be mounted 
on the steering column or secured to the instrument panel. MARINE APPLICA-
TIONS:  This device meets the pressure test requirements specified in “Marine 
Engineering Regulations” (CG-115). Documentation is available upon request.
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WM607 SERIES

PANEL-MOUNTED
PRESSURE

MODULATING
VALVE

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2010.06.16

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION   The WM607 series valves are adjustable, self-relieving, pres-
sure modulating valves designed for panel mounting. Actuated by a handle, these 
normally-closed valves are available in several models with various output pressure 
ranges. Some models are equipped with gages and adjustable handle travel stops. 
The WM607 series valves incorporate the WM 90 series pressure modulating valves.

OPERATION   The WM607 valves are equipped with a friction adjustment which 
restricts or allows free movement of the handle. The desired handle friction is 
obtained by adjusting the three screws located under the handle. Important: When 
these screws are loosened to produce minimum handle friction, the operator must 
hold the handle in the applied position. Although the handle travels a maximum of 
90 degrees, the handle position can be changed in 30° increments. If the WM607 
valve is equipped with adjustable handle travel stops, then the handle will travel only 
between the stops. This feature lets the customer establish minimum and maximum 
pressure limits within the valve’s output range. When the WM607 valve is applied, 
the valve opens to modulate air pressure delivery. As the handle is returned to the 
rest position, air at the outlet port is released through the exhaust.

APPLICATION    Designed for console mounting, WM607 valves are used in 
industrial, marine, and heavy duty vehicle applications. Typical applications include 
hand control of engine throttles, clutches, frictions, brakes, and hydraulic spool 
valves and pumps. MARINE APPLICATIONS: This device meets the pressure test 
requirements specified in “marine Engineering Regulations” (CG-115) Documenta-
tion is available upon request.
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WM786 SERIES

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2010.06.16

PANEL MOUNT
REGULATING

VALVE
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SECTION 5:  PRESSURE HOLDING VALVES

WM-48

WM-87
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WM48B SERIES

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2010.06.16
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WM87

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2011.01.19

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION   The WM87 series valves are normally closed adjustable pressure protection 
valves. To protect pressure in the main air system, these valves remain closed until adequate 
pressure is present to supply an auxiliary system. The customer must adjust the valve to select 
a pressure setting at which the valve will open. Until the supply pressure exceeds this setting, 
the WM87 series valve remains closed. Several models are available in the WM87 series, and 
each functions differently when the supply pressure drops below the pressure setting.

OPERATION   When adequate supply pressure is present, the WM87 series valve yields and 
the supply port opens to the outlet port. Each of the three WM87 models operate differently 
when the supply pressure decreases below the opening pressure. The WM87 traps the pres-
sure at the outlet port, while the WM87A, which has a flexible poppet, permits reverse flow 
until the supply pressure balances with the outlet pressure. On the WM87C, an exhaust port 
releases downstream pressure at the outlet port. All of the WM87 valves will reopen if the 
supply pressure increases above the preset opening pressure.

APPLICATION   As shown in the installation schematic below, before opening and supplying 
pressure to a secondary system, the WM87 series valve allows pressure to build in a primary 
system to a preset level. Thus, a specific pressure is maintained in the primary system. For 
each application, the customer must adjust the valve to obtain the desired opening pressure.

ADJUSTABLE
PRESSURE

PROTECTION
VALVE
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SECTION 6:  PRESSURE REGULATORS

WM-43

WM-279

WM-400

WM-459

WM-517

WM-521

WM-522

WM-614
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WM279 SERIES

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2010.06.16

SELF-RELIEVING
PRESSURE

REGULATORS

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION   The WM279 series valves are self-relieving pressure regulators that 
are available with different regulating devices-thumb screws, hex screws or knobs. 
The operator regulated the output level by manually changing the position of the 
regulating device. Output pressure ranges vary from model to model, but all models 
maintain a constant output within the regulator’s pressure range. The WM279 regu-
lators are also equipped with an adjustment feature that lets the customer limit the 
maximum output to a preset value. 

OPERATION   The operator turns the regulator screw or knob inward from the zero 
delivery position to achieve pressure delivery. An internal diaphragm flexes, causing 
the poppet to unseat and open a path from the supply port to the outlet port. The 
output pressure increases and balances against the force of an internal spring. When 
a balanced condition is achieved, the supply poppet seats.  If the downstream pres-
sure becomes greater than the inlet pressure, the regulator bleeds off the excess to 
maintain constant output pressure. Further movement of the knob or screw causes 
the output to change and a new balance point to be established. When the knob 
or screw contacts the adjusting nut, the regulator is delivering the predetermined 
maximum output. If the knob or screw is backed out, the valve will exhaust through 
an unthreaded vent cover.

APPLICATIONS   The WM279 series valves are engineered for industrial applica-
tions requiring a self-relieving pressure regulator with an adjustable output feature. 
Typical applications include regulating pressure delivery to axle lifts, air bags, and 
single-acting cylinders.
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WM400 SERIES

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2010.06.16

1/2"
PRESSURE

REGULATOR

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION   Capable of high volume air flow, the WM400 series regulators are used in 
industrial applications to limit the output to a pre-adjusted maximum. Each regulator consists 
of a three-way, self-relieving WM352A pressure modulator and an actuating assembly that 
includes an adjustable screw. The regulator’s output, which falls within a specific compensating 
range, corresponds to the position of this screw.

OPERATION   The regulator is shipped from the factory with the screw in the zero delivery 
position. From this position, the screw is turned inward until the desired pressure setting is 
obtained. As the screw is turned in, the supply poppet unseats and pressure is delivered at the 
outlet port. When the outlet pressure builds to the pre-adjusted setting, the supply poppet 
seats to limit the output to this valve.  If the screw is turned or downstream pressure increases, 
the exhausts any outlet pressure that exceeds the pressure setting.

APPLICATION   The WM400 regulators are primarily used in industrial applications because 
of their high flows capacity and pressure-sensitive diaphragm construction. Typical ap-
plications include regulating pressure to air cylinders, auxiliary tanks, and other pneumatic 
accessories and equipment. The WM400 series regulators are available with different adjust-
able output ranges, and the appropriate model is selected according to the application and the 
desired pressure setting. 
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WM459L PRESSURE CONTROL PANEL

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2010.06.16

REGULATOR
PANEL

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION   The WM459 series regulator panels are complete pre-plumbed units de-
signed for easy installation in industrial and vehicular applications. Each panel is comprised 
of an illuminated gage, a WM219C3 toggle valve and a self-relieving, knob-actuated WM279 
series pressure regulator. The WM459 series panels are available with different adjustable 
output ranges depending on the WM279 series regulator used in the assembly. 

OPERATION   The operator regulates pressure delivery with two manual controls-a large 
knob and a toggle switch. The knob controls the WM279 series regulator output, which is 
plumbed to the inlet port of the toggle valve. The operator flips the toggle to open this valve 
and allow delivery. The gage registers the pressure delivered, and by turning the knob, the op-
erator may adjust the output level as necessary. If the operator backs out the knob to decrease 
the output, the regulator releases the excess pressure through an exhaust vent. The toggle valve 
also exhausts outlet pressure through a vent when the operator flips the switch to the OFF 
position.

APPLICATION   Engineered for industrial and vehicular applications, the WM459 series pan-
els are typically used in the axle-lift installation below. In this type of application, the regulator 
panel provides a convenient means of manually controlling the air spring and the axle-lift 
cylinder. The WM459 panels are easily mounted in the dash of the operator’s compartment; 
the customer may drill holes in the panel to the desired mounting configurations. To ground 
the gage lamp, each unit is supplied with an electrical connector and an extra hex nut. 
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WM517A

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2010.06.16

LIFT AXLE
CONTROL PANEL

DESCRIPTION

The WM517A panel is used to control pressurization 
of air springs on lift axles. The panel has two outlet 
ports. One delivers a regulated output and the other 
delivers full system pressure.

The WM517A incorporates a two position, four-way 
directional control valve, a three-way pressure regula-
tor and a gage. When the directional control valve’s 
lever is in the up position, the panel’s outlet delivers 
full system pressure to lift the axle off the road. When 
the control lever is down, the panel delivers regulated 
pressure to control the axle weight distribution. Regu-
lated output is indicated on the gage and is propor-
tional to the position of the regulator’s control knob.
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WM614

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2010.06.16
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SECTION 7:  QUICK RELEASE VALVES

WM-314

WM-366

WM-513
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WM314

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2011.01.19

QUICK
RELEASE

VALVE

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION  In vehicular applications, the WM314B is used to release 
pressure from the brake chambers to the atmosphere. Because the WM314B 
features diaphragm construction, pressure is quickly exhausted through the 
WM314B rather than through the treadle valve. The WM314B is a self-
relieving, three-way, normally closed valve that is suitable for single axle 
applications. This quick release valve has a supply-to-outlet flow rate of 163 
SCFM (4,6 m³/min) with a 100 PSI (689,5 kPa) supply.
In industrial applications, the WM314B exhausts downstream pressure from 
two ¼” NPT ports.

OPERATION  Supply pressure acts against the diaphragm, which flexes to 
permit pressure delivery. The valve’s output is approximately the same as the 
supply pressure applied. If the supply pressure decreases, the valve compen-
sates and exhausts outlet pressure until the outlet pressure balances with the 
supply pressure.

APPLICATION  The unit can be easily repaired in place. Many competi-
tive units are throwaway and require removal and disconnection of air 
lines, half unions, and mounting bolts, etc.
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WM366 SERIES

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2010.06.16

QUICK
RELEASE

VALVE

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION   The WM366 series quick release valves incorporate a durable 
poppet that acts like a diaphragm and flexes to control the direction of flow. These 
self- relieving  three-way valves with or without a WM111B exhaust breather. The 
breather prevents dirt and particles from entering the valve; the supply and outlet 
ports are also equipped with screening for this purpose.

OPERATION   As long as a supply signal is applied to the valve, it will deliver pres-
sure at the outlet port. The flexible poppet seals the passage to the exhaust port and 
permits air flow to the outlet port at a rate of 75 SCFM (2,0 m3/min) with a 100 PSI 
(689,5 kPa) supply If the supply signal decreases, then the poppet flexes and outlet 
pressure is released through the exhaust.

APPLICATION   The WM366 series valves are typically used to exhaust pressure 
from single or double-acting cylinders in a variety of quick release applications. In 
these applications, pressure is quickly transmitted from the control device to the 
cylinders because of the high flow rate. The WM366 series quick release valves are 
not recommended for safety-related applications.
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SECTION 8:  RELAY VALVES

WM-67

WM-68

WM-101

WM-147

WM-227

WM-292

WM-318

WM-320

WM-338

WM-577

WM-578

WM-617

WM-630
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WM67

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2011.01.19

NORMALLY
CLOSED

TWO-WAY
RELAY VALVE

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION   the WM67 is a two-way, non-compensating relay valve. It is nor-
mally closed and requires a control pressure equal to approximately 50% of its supply 
pressure for actuation.

OPERATION   When sufficient air pressure is applied to the WM 67’s control port, 
an internal diaphragm flexes against a spring-loaded pin to unseat the valve’s sup-
ply poppet. This allows air pressure to flow from the WM 67’s inlet port to its outlet. 
When the control signal falls below the required level, the valve is returned to the 
normally closed position by air pressure and an internal spring.

APPLICATION   The WM 67 valve is used in applications which require a noncom-
pensating, normally closed relay. If the WM67’s outlet port is left open to atmosphere, 
it can also be used as a pressure release or pilot operated dump valve.
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WM68A

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2011.01.19

THREE-WAY
DIRECTIONAL
RELAY VALVE

300 SCFM @ 100 PSI

DESCRIPTION 

The WM68A is a three-way directional relay 
with a 300 SCFM flow capacity. A control 
signal equal to 15-20% of supply pressure is 
required to open this normally closed valve.

As illustrated in the schematic, the WM68A 
is used to speed response of large capacity 
pneumatic devices. A small control valve can 
deliver a sufficient signal to open or close the 
WM68A and move a large volume of air to or 
from the downstream actuator very rapidly.
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WM101 SERIES

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2011.01.19

EMERGENCY
EMERGENCY
RELAY VALVE

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION   The WM101 series valves are three-way, compensating, pilot-operated 
emergency relay valves. Designed primarily for vehicular applications, the WM101 valves 
are used to supply air pressure to the brake chambers during both normal and emergency 
operating conditions. These valves are available with various porting configurations. All 
WM101 valves feature diaphragm construction for trouble-free operation over a wide 
range of environmental conditions.

OPERATION   When the relay valve is in the “at rest” position, the trailer tank receives 
air pressure from the emergency line. A built-in check valve prevents pressure loss in the 
tank. Under normal operating conditions, the WM 101 valves are actuated by a hand or 
foot control located in the driver’s compartment. When the driver activates the control, 
the relay valve will deliver air pressure to the brake chambers. When the emergency line 
pressure drops below 45 PSI (310,3kPa), the relay valve automatically applies the brake. 
During this emergency brake application, air pressure from the trailer tank passes through 
the relay valve to the brake chambers. When the emergency line decays to zero PSI, the 
brakes will be operating at almost the full pressure of the trailer tank. When the brakes are 
released after either a normal or emergency application, air pressure from the emergency 
line restores the relay valve to the “at rest” position. Air pressure from the brake chambers 
escape quickly through the relay valve’s exhaust port.

APPLICATION   Engineered for trailer applications, the WM101 valves are used to supply 
air pressure to the brake chambers. The WM101 emergency relay valves are designed to 
operate under either normal or emergency conditions. Equipped with a mounting bracket, 
the valves can be secured to a frame, bulkhead, or bracket. The valves can also be mounted 
directly to the reservoir tank. 
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WM147 BC

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2010.06.16

NORMALLY CLOSED
HIGH PILOT PRESSURE

RELAY VALVE

35 SCFM
65–85 PSI TO OPEN

DESCRIPTION

WM147BC is a normally closed, three-way directional 
relay valve. A pilot pressure of 65–85 PSI must be ap-
plied to the WM147BC’s control port before the valve 
will open to allow supply pressure to flow to its outlet. 
The WM147BC will close and exhaust down-stream 
pressure to atmosphere when pressure at its control 
port descends to 65–50 PSI.
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WM147 HC

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2010.06.16

NORMALLY OPEN
DIRECTIONAL
RELAY VALVE

ADJUSTABLE CLOSING PRESSURE

DESCRIPTION

The WM147HC is a three-way, normally open 
directional relay which can be used with either 
a pneumatic or hydraulic control signal. WM-
147HC valves can be adjusted to close at any 
control pressure between 15/45 and 90/120 PSI. 
Turning the relay’s adjustment screw inward 
increases the control pressure required to close 
the valve and turning it outward decreases it. 
Units are shipped from the factory with this 
adjustment set at 75/80 PSI.
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WM147 HC

Available from Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2011.01.19

AIR BRAKE
RELAY VALVE

½" PORTS
400 SCFM @ 100 PSI

DESCRIPTION

The WM227F is a regulating relay valve used in 
vehicular air brake systems. It rapidly delivers 
supply pressure to the brake chambers when it re-
ceives a pilot signal from the service brake control. 
When the service brake treadle is released, pres-
sure at the chambers is exhausted to atmosphere.

For optimum performance, the WM227F is usu-
ally mounted directly to its supply tank. WM227F 
relays can be used on trailers equipped with spring 
brakes as well as in tractor brake systems. For pre-
121 trailers use a WM101 emergency relay valve.
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WM292 SERIES

Available from Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2011.01.19

HIGH VOLUME
COMPENSATING

RELAY VALVE

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION   Actuated by a control signal, the WM292B valves are three-way, 
compensating relay vales. Designed for either flange or pipe nipple mounting, these 
valves feature diaphragm construction and are capable of handling high volume air 
flow similar to the WM227 series relay valves the WM292B relay includes a steel-
backed poppet for continued operation under severe conditions.

OPERATION   The WM292B relay valves are pilot-operated by a pressure signal 
from a modulating control valve. To actuate the relay valve a control pressure of 3 
PSI (20,7 kPa) is required against a 100 PSI (690 kPa) supply. When control pressure 
is applied, an internal diaphragm flexes, closing the exhaust port and opening the 
outlet port. Air flows from the supply port to the outlet port until the outlet pres-
sure balances against the control pressure. When the operator decreases the control 
pressure, the valve decreases the outlet pressure a proportionate amount by exhaust-
ing the excess outlet pressure to the atmosphere. When the pilot control pressure is 
fully released, the valve discharges the outlet pressure through the exhaust port.

APPLICATION   These relay valves are engineered for industrial or vehicular appli-
cations where precision modulation and large flow capacity are desired. In indus-
trial applications, the WM292B relay valves are commonly used to activate large 
pneumatic cylinders. Each unit is supplied with two fittings to plug either of the two 
inlet ports.
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WM320 SERIES

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2011.01.19

TRACTOR
PROTECTION

VALVE

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION   Engineered for tractor-trailer braking systems, the WM320A is a 
pilot pressure-operated tractor protection relay valve. This three-way, compensating 
relay delivers an output that is proportional to the control signal applied. The output/
control pressure ratio is fixed on the WM320A at 1 to 1. To order a ratio relay valve 
with an adjustable rather than a fixed ratio, review the information on the WM318A 
catalog page.

OPERATION   When pilot pressure is applied to the WM320A, an internal diaphragm 
expands. The stem poppet blocks the exhaust vent, and the supply poppet unseats to 
allow pressure delivery. The outlet pressure increases and balances against the control 
pressure on the other side of the diaphragm. When a balanced condition is achieved, 
the supply poppet seats.  To maintain this balanced condition, the valve compensated 
for any increase in control pressure or decrease in downstream pressure. As the con-
trol pressure decreases, the valve exhausts the outlet pressure to the atmosphere.

APPLICATION   In tractor-trailer braking systems, the WM320A relay is used as a 
tractor protection valve. Because the control pressure cannot escape through the open 
service line, the relay valve protects pressure in the brake system when the service 
brakes are applied. Used in applications that require a relay valve with a fixed 1:1 
output/control pressure ratio, this valve is furnished with an integral mounting bracket 
for installation on the truck or tractor. 
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WM338 SERIES

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2011.01.19

NORMALLY
OPEN

RELAY VALVE

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION   The WM338 series valves are normally open, three-way relay valves 
that close and exhaust with sufficient control pressure. The WM338 series includes 
non-compensating relay valves and compensating pressure-limiting valves. The 
compensating models deliver as output pressure proportional to the control signal 
received. 
The control pressure required to close the WM338 valves varies with the different 
models in the series. Some models are equipped with an adjustment that changes the 
control pressure at which the valve closes; these models are factory pre-adjusted to 
close at a specific valve.  The non-adjustable models will close at a fixed control pres-
sure.

OPERATION   When the Wm338 valve is in the normally open position, air flows 
from the supply port to the outlet port. In response to a sufficient control signal, the 
supply poppet seats and the valve closes. Pressure at the outlet port is exhausted to the 
atmosphere. The valve reopens when the control pressure drops below the necessary 
level. If the valve is a compensating model, its output will increase in proportion to 
the decreasing control pressure.

APPLICATION   Commonly used in industrial and vehicular applications, these 
normally open inversion valves close with sufficient hydraulic or pneumatic control 
pressure. The WM338 relay and pressure-limiting valves are often used because they 
feature adjustable and preset control pressures. 
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WM577 SERIES

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2010.12.21

NORMALLY
CLOSED

BRAKE RELAY
W/ VARIABLE

RATIO OUTPUT

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION    The WM577 is a three-way compensating valve which is normally 
closed. It requires a control pressure of approximately 1 1/2 PSI to open against a 100 
PSI supply pressure.

SPECIAL FEATURES    Output pressure is available as a percentage of input pressure; 
from 50%–150%. WM577A is adjustable whereas other variations are preset and non 
adjustable.

APPLICATION    Typical fleet operations include, new and older vehicles from 
several manufacturers with various types of foundation brakes, disc or drum, various 
lining frictions, different plumbing ideas, etc. If one axle is more or less powerful than 
necessary the braking power can be modified up or down with the BSI ratio relay 
valve. The adjustable version WM577A allows a variation in outlet pressure as much 
as 50% up or down from the input signal from the brake pedal. Preset (non adjust-
able) versions are also available.

Two 3/8” chamber ports service a like number of brake chambers. Output variations 
are contained in the cartridge assembly, and thus after the initial installation, out-
put air pressure characteristics are readily changeable by changing or adjusting the 
cartridge assembly.

SERVICE    On occasion an air leak may be caused by dirt particles ingested through 
the air supply source and small enough to pass the port screens. If this happens, 
remove the cartridge, blow it off or replace it, a 2 minute job.
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WM578 SERIES

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2010.12.13

NORMALLY
CLOSED

COMPENSATING
BRAKE RELAY

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION   The 578S is a three-way, compensating relay valve which is nor-
mally closed. It requires a control pressure of approximately 1 PSI to open against 100 
PSI supply, and has a fixed output/control pressure ratio of 1 to 1.

OPERATION   When sufficient air pressure is applied at the WM578A’s control port, 
an internal diaphragm flexes, depressing the valve stem. The stem blocks the exhaust 
port and unseats the poppet to allow supply pressure to flow to the outlet. When air 
pressure at the WM578A’s outlet port balances against the control pressure, the pop-
pet seats to maintain the balanced condition. If the control pressure increases, the 
valve delivers additional supply pressure to the outlet until a new balance is achieved. 
If the control pressure decreases, excess outlet pressure is exhausted to atmosphere.

APPLICATION   WM578A valves are applicable to industrial and vehicular instal-
lations which require a three-way, compensating relay. They are frequently used to 
provide modulating control in clutch and brake applications.

SERVICE   On occasion an air leak may be caused by dirt particles ingested through 
the air supply source and small enough to pass the port screens. If this happens, 
remove the cartridge, blow it off or replace it, a 2 minute job. 
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WM617A

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2011.01.19

NORMALLY
CLOSED
RELAY

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION   The WM617A is a three-way, non-compensating relay valve which 
is normally closed. It is similar in function to the WM147C but required a lower 
control pressure actuation.

OPERATION   When a sufficient pressure signal is applied at the WM617a’s control 
port, an internal diaphragm expands, depressing the valve stem. This closes the ex-
haust port and unseats the supply poppet to allow supply pressure to flow to the out-
let. When the control pressure falls below the required level, the valve returns to the 
normally closed position and air pressure at the outlet is exhausted to atmosphere.

APPLICATION   The WM617A is applicable to industrial and vehicular installations 
which require a three-way, non-compensating relay which is normally closed. It is 
engineered for use in circuits which operate with a moderate air flow rate.
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WM630-101

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2011.01.19

PILOT-OPERATED
RELAY VALVE

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION   The WM630-101 is a reinforced version of the WM630B, a 
normally closed, non-compensating, three-way relay valve that is operated by air, 
vacuum, or hydraulic signal. A low pressure signal is required to open the valve 
against a minimum 100 PSI (6895 kPa) supply. 

OPERATION   To open this normally closed relay, air or hydraulic pressure is ap-
plied above the diaphragm, or vacuum is applied below the diaphragm. When a con-
trol signal is applied the diaphragm expands and unseats the poppet. Air flows from 
the supply port. The valve returns to the normally closed position when the control 
signal is released. Pressure at the outlet port escapes to the atmosphere through two 
exhaust vents.

APPLICATION   Designed primarily for industrial applications, the WM630-101 is 
often used to sense low vacuum levels in turbo blower conveying systems. As shown 
in the diagrams below when the unit is installed with a vacuum control, the vacuum 
line is connected to control port “B” and the breather is attached to control port “A” 
If air or hydraulic fluid is used as the control medium, the control line is connected 
to port “A” and the breather is mounted on control “B”. The unit is shipped from the 
factory with the breather installed in port “B”.
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WM-445

WM-458

WM-466

WM-487
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WM445, WM466, WM487

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2010.06.16

SHIFT
CONTROL

Brake Systems, Inc. Shift Control Devices include an operator 
control valve as shown above which routes air pressure to the appropriate actuator 
(cylinder or diaphragm type).  One of the main uses 
of the product is for remote shifting of automatic transmissions 
(2-B-04) such as Allison, Clark, Twin Disc, etc.  As this device is 
basically a sequence programming selector, it has many other uses 
such as single stick control of:

1.) Cement Mixer.  3.) PTO clutch control for winch.
2.) Tank truck pumper.  4.) General industrial.

All valves are custom assemblies of similar parts while the 
difference in part numbers define such items as:

1.) Number of valve units:  2.) Left hand or right hand assembly.
     WM487 Series—4 valves 3.) Valve timing.
     WM445 Series—6 valves 4.) Handle type.
     WM466 Series—8 valves 5.) Shift gate pattern.
    6.) Number of handle positions.

Heavy duty design includes these features:

1.) Lightweight housings of  6.) Air flow approximate 15 CFM 
      cast aluminum.       (1/8” NPT ports).
2.) Shift gate labyrinth of   7.) Rubber dust boot over each operating stem.
      long wearing malleable iron.    8.) Repair may be effected without complete
3.) Stainless steel cam shaft.       disassembly by removal of outlet fitting
4.) Die cast cams.                        from bottom of each individual valve
5.) Low effort spool type             as necessary.
      valves.    
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WM458B

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2010.06.16

GANG VALVE
FOR SHIFT SELECTORS

15 SCFM @ 100 PSI

DESCRIPTION

The WM458B is a three-way directional 
valve designed for gang mounting in shift 
selector assemblies. WM458B valves have 
integral aligning pins on mating surfaces 
and are held together in shift selector as-
semblies by two tie bolts. A single valve 
can easily be removed for replacement, or 
repaired with kit 114395.
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SECTION 10:  TREADLES

WM-305

WM-353

WM-386

WM-392

WM-399

WM-453

WM-472

WM-476

WM-640
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WM305

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2011.01.19

SINGLE
TREADLE/

DUAL VALVE

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION   The WM305D series valve is a floor-mounted single treadle/dual 
valve that is engineered for split systems applications. The treadle features an adjust-
ment which permits proportional delivery between split braking systems. On some 
models, a debris displacer is available to prevent foreign material from entering the 
treadle mechanism and interfering with pedal movement. Models which incor-
porate this displacer are recommended for adverse operating conditions in which 
debris may accumulate.

OPERATION    The WM305D series valve incorporated two compensating pressure 
regulators that are mounted to a common plate. To assure split system protection, 
each regulator has independent supply and delivery ports. By adjusting the radius 
link on the walking beam, the delivery ratio between the two regulators can be 
modified for a specific application. All models are shipped from the factory with this 
delivery ratio preset at 1 to 1.

APPLICATION   Used in both on and off-road applications, the WM305D series 
valve is installed in split air brake systems that require proportional delivery. This 
single treadle/dual valve is recognized for its modulation characteristics and may be 
used in FMVSS-121 applications. 
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WM353 SERIES

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2011.01.19

INDUSTRIAL
APPLICATION

VALVE

PRODUCT   DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION   the WM353 series consists of several treadle valves engineered for 
industrial applications. Each unit incorporates a three-way, compensating WM352A 
pressure regulator that features diaphragm construction and precise response to 
pedal movement. The WM353 treadle valves are available with various compensating 
output ranges and treadle angles.  Certain models are equipped with an adjustable 
treadle stop which lets the customer limit the valve’s output pressure. 

OPERATION   When the pedal is applied, the balance piston closes the exhaust port 
and opens the supply port. In relation to the amount that the pedal is depressed, the 
regulator valve modulates the air pressure to the outlet port. If the WM353 treadle 
valve is equipped with an adjustable treadle stop, the valve will achieve its preset 
maximum output maximum output pressure when the pedal contacts the stop. As 
the pedal returns to the rest position, the valve exhausts the outlet pressure to the 
atmosphere.

APPLICATION   The WM353 three-way, compensating treadle valves are commonly 
installed in industrial applications. Typical uses include the operation of drum fric-
tion bands, industrial clutches, and other sensitive machinery.
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WM386, WM392

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.

TWIN
TREADLE

VALVES

REV. DATE: 2010.06.16
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WM399 SERIES

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.

DUAL
BRAKE

TREADLES

REV. DATE: 2011.02.03

MULTIPLE CONTROL PEDALS are set up to handle two functions 
with one compact part. Standard parts are grafted together with a com-
mon mounting plate.

Typical functions are possible such as:

1. BRAKE-THROTTLE
2. BRAKE-RETARDER
3. RETARDER-BRAKE
4. CUSTOM MOUNTING

Features of individual valves include:
1. Cartridge servicing
2. Precision pressure control
3. Various pressure ranges available
4. Low pedal effort
5. Lightweight aluminum components
6. Pedal travel-generous 25 degrees
7. High air flow valving:

      

  

8. Compact mounting
9. Rubber treadle cover

Custom design is available for OEM installations.
Several standard models are listed on the next page for aftermarket use.

*Standard test conditions @ 100 PSI head pressure
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WM399E, WM399M

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.

DUAL
TREADLE BRAKE/
THROTTLE VALVE

REV. DATE: 2011.01.27

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION   The WM399 series valves are dual function pneumatic treadle 
valves. Each model combines a throttle control valve and a brake control valve in 
one compact unit. Both of the throttle and brake valves are three-way, compensat-
ing, pedal actuated pressure regulators. Several models are available in the WM399 
series with various output pressure ranges. Designed for convenient installation, 
theWM399readle valve is mounted through a single hole in the floor of the driver’s 
compartment.

OPERATION   although the throttle and brake valves are mounted to a single plate, 
these valves operate independently. When the accelerator pedal is depressed, the 
throttle regulator delivers pressure to the throttle control cylinder. When released, 
the throttle pedal returns to the rest position, and the valve exhausts any outlet 
pressure through the WM111A exhaust breather. The brake control valve function 
in a similar fashion: the brake pedal is applied to deliver pressure to the brake cyl-
inders. When the brake pedal is released, outlet pressure escapes to the atmosphere 
through the valve’s exhaust vent. 

APPLICATION   The WM399 series dual treadle valves are used in industrial and 
vehicular applications where dual function, pedal-actuated valves are required. 
Since they mount conveniently in a single hole in the floor, these valves are fre-
quently used when space and ease of installation are important considerations. The 
WM399 series treadle valves do not conform to FMVSS-124.
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WM399L

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.

SINGLE
TREADLE/

DUAL VALVE

REV. DATE: 2011.01.19

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION   The WM399L is a single treadle/dual valve designed for dual sys-
tem applications. The unit consists of two compensating three-way pressure regula-
tors mounted to a common plate. Each regulator valve has independent supply and 
delivery ports to insure dual function protection. Engineered for easy installation, 
the WM399L can be mounted through a single hole in the floor of the operator’s 
compartment.

OPERATION   Each regulator valve functions independently but both valves are ac-
tuated by the same pedal. When the pedal is depressed, the WM90DB retarder valve 
modulates the delivery of air pressure. As illustrated in the performance curve, the 
WM90DM retarder valve achieves its maximum rated output at approximately the 
same time that the WM352D brake valve begins to open. The operator must continue 
to exert force on the WM352D brake valve to obtain maximum output from this 
regulator. When the treadle is released, both valves will exhaust outlet pressure to the 
atmosphere.

APPLICATION   The WM399L single treadle/dual valve is designed for special in-
dustrial and vehicular dual system applications. The valve is commonly used to pro-
vide a pneumatic control signal to the transmission retarder and the braking system. 
In this type of application, the WM399L delivers maximum output to the retarder 
before supplying a pressure signal to the brakes. The WM399L can also be used as a 
clutch and drum brake control for crane/hoist applications.
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WM453 SERIES

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.

PNEUMATIC
THROTTLE

PEDAL

REV. DATE: 2010.06.16

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION   The WM453A, B, C and D are compensating treadle 
valves designed for industrial and vehicular applications. Mounted through 
the floor of the operator’s compartment, the WM453 treadle valves are used 
to control the air pressure supply to the throttle control cylinder.

OPERATION   The WM453A, B, C, and D treadle valves consist of a 
WM90 series control valve mounted to a single treadle. When the treadle is 
depressed, the control valve opens to regulate the delivery of air pressure to 
the throttle control cylinder. The control valve balances the output pressure 
against the force of an internal spring. When the treadle is released, pres-
sure at the outlet port is discharged through the exhaust.

APPLICATIONS   Designed for industrial and vehicle applications, these 
valves are commonly used as pressure regulators in air throttle systems. 
The WM453A, B, C, and D treadle valves  are not approved for FMVSS-124 
applications.

THROUGH-THE-FLOOR 
MOUNT FOR NON-FMVSS-124 

APPLICATIONS
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WM472 SERIES

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.

TREADLE
VALVE

REV. DATE: 2010.06.16

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION   Commonly used in pneumatic braking systems, the WM472 series 
treadle valves are three-way, compensating pressure regulators. Each unit consists of 
a valve subassembly that responds to movement of the pedal. The WM472 models 
are designed with various treadle-to-mounting surface angles. The WM472E model 
is a valve subassembly without the mounting bracket or pedal.

OPERATION   As the operator depresses the pedal, the exhaust port closes and the 
supply port opens to allow delivery. The valve subassembly modulates the output in 
relation to the position of the pedal. When the pedal is released, the outlet pressure 
is discharged through an exhaust port located in the valve bottom.

APPLICATION   The WM472 series valves are used in industrial and vehicular ap-
plications where a three-way, compensating treadle valve is required. These treadle 
valves are primarily installed in relay-type brake systems. Mounted through the 
floor of the operator’s compartment, the valve subassembly can be rotated on 90 
degrees increments for plumbing convenience.
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WM476 SERIES

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.

PNEUMATIC
THROTTLE PEDAL

REV. DATE: 2010.06.16

SURFACE MOUNT
FOR NON-FMVSS-124

APPLICATIONS

DESCRIPTION

WM476 series treadles are surface mounted, pedal 
actuated throttle controls. Each WM476 model 
incorporates a regulating valve assembly from the 
WM90 series. When the WM476’s pedal is applied, 
the valve subassembly delivers an output propor-
tional to the pedal position. The output controls a 
throttle cylinder which positions an engine’s fuel 
pump lever.

Important: The WM476 series models do not 
comply with the FMVSS-124 specifications. See 
WM476F series for FMVSS-124 approved models.
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WM476F SERIES

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.

PNEUMATIC
THROTTLE PEDAL

REV. DATE: 2010.06.16

SURFACE MOUNT
FOR

FMVSS-124 APPLICATIONS

WM476F series treadles are surface mounted, pedal 
actuated throttle controls for on-highway applica-
tions. Each WM476F model incorporates a regulating 
valve subassembly from the WM90DX series. When 
the WM476F’s pedal is applied, the valve subassembly 
delivers an output proportional to the pedal position. 
The output controls a throttle cylinder which posi-
tions an engine’s fuel pump lever.

When installed according to Williams Controls 
Industries’ specifications, the WM476F series models 
comply with FMVSS-124.
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WM640 SERIES

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.

SURFACE
MOUNT

TREADLE
VALVE

REV. DATE: 2011.01.19

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION   Unlike other treadle valves which are mounted through the floor, 
the WM640A treadle valve is secured to the floor surface. This treadle valve incorpo-
rates a three-way, compensating valve subassembly that can be rotated 360 degrees 
for plumbing convenience. The valve subassembly regulates air pressure to the brake 
chambers in relation to the position of the pedal.

OPERATION    As the pedal is depressed, the valve subassembly opens to permit air 
flow from the supply port to the outlet port. The valve balances the outlet pressure 
against the force of an internal spring. The pedal is released to exhaust the outlet 
pressure which escapes to the atmosphere through an exhaust check valve.

APPLICATION   The WM640A treadle valve is commonly used in pneumatic, relay-
type braking systems. This treadle valve is used in vehicular and industrial applica-
tions where surface mounting is preferred over other methods of installation.
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SECTION 11:  UNIVERSAL VALVES

WM-34

WM-55

WM-125

WM-148

WM-219

WM-232

WM-234

WM-331

WM-371

WM-397

WM-608

WM-609

WM-781

WM-782

WM-783

WM-784
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WILLIAMS/BSI UNIVERSAL CONTROL VALVES

Williams universal valves are multi-purpose control valves. The following catalog section includes 
only non-compensating models; see the modulating valve section of your catalog for compensat-
ing control valves.

An assortment of actuators are used in Williams universal valves. Models are available with a 
variety of lever, handle, push button, roller and toggle control devices. Individual catalog pages 
describe actuator operation in relation to valve function, as well as special features such as dead 
man control and lockout safety devices which are found in some models.

Williams manufactures universal valves with both three-way and four-way operation. Some mod-
els function simply as “on” or “off ” while others have a number of distinct functional positions. A 
holding position in some Williams universal valves traps air pressure at the outlet port and makes 
these models ideal for controlling pressure levels in air bags, air seats and similar devices.

Williams universal valves are engineered for versatility and are available to conform to the re-
quirements of a wide range of industrial and vehicular applications. If you require further assis-
tance in selecting a universal valve contact your Williams distributor or Williams Air Controls.

In addition to the above reference for standard Williams Universal Controls WM 781, 782, 783, 
784 and 786 please be advised that Brake Systems Inc. offers a variety of modifications to fit cus-
tomers’ requirements such as

 1. Pull up positive detents
 2. Spring loaded detents
 3. Various handle lengths
 4. Knob colors
 5. Indicator light or lights (12V LED)

Contact BSI’s sales/engineering department for quotations on specific details and 
quantity purchases.
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WM34

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.

FOUR-WAY
3-POSITION

ROTARY VALVE

REV. DATE: 2010.06.16

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION   The WM34P is a multi-purpose, four-way rotary-action control 
valve. The handle rotates freely through a 90° arc and passes through three func-
tional positions. The valve inlet port is threaded both internally (1/8-27 NPTF) and 
externally (3/8-18 NPTF).  The valve can be panel-mounted using the four fasten-
ers provided, or it can be mounted with a pipe fitting and the external threads of 
the supply port.

OPERATION   As shown in the installation schematic below, the WM34P is 
normally installed so that Port 2 is used for exhaust and Ports 1 and 3 are used as 
outlets. With the handle in Position A (fully counter-clockwise), supply pressure is 
directed to Port 1 and Port 3 exhausts through Port 2. When the handle is rotated 
to Position B (45° clockwise from Position A) pressure at Ports 1 and 3 is exhausted 
through Port 2. With the handle in Position C (fully clockwise), supply pressure is 
directed to Port 3, and Port 1 exhausts through Port 2.

APPLICATION   The WM34P is a universal application valve that is ideal for con-
trolling a double-acting cylinder or a pair of single-acting cylinders. Designed for 
industrial and vehicular pneumatic control systems, this valve is used where cost is 
an important concern and minor leakage can be tolerated. 
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WM55

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.

FOUR-WAY
3-POSITION

ROTARY VALVE

REV. DATE: 2010.06.16

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION   The WM55A is a multi-purpose, four-way rotary-action control 
valve. The handle rotates freely through a 90° arc and passes through three func-
tional positions. The valve’s inlet port is threaded both internally (1/8-27 NPTF) and 
externally (3/8-18 NPTF). The valve can be mounted with the external threads of 
the supply port, or it can be panel-mounted using the four fasteners provided.

OPERATION   The WM55A is normally installed so that Port 2 is used for exhaust 
and Ports 1 and 3 are used as outlets (refer to the installation schematic below). 
With the handle in Position A (fully counter clockwise), supply pressure is di-
rected to Port 3, and Port 1 exhausts through Port 2. When the handle is rotated to 
Position C (fully clockwise), port 3 exhausts through Port 2 and supply pressure is 
directed to Port 1. With the handle in Position B (any point between Position A and 
Position C), all ports are closed and the valve is in a HOLD mode.

APPLICATIONS   The WM55A is a universal application valve that is ideal for con-
trolling a double-acting cylinder or a pair of single-acting cylinders. The WM55A 
is frequently used in industrial and vehicular applications where cost is a consider-
ation and minor leakage can be tolerated.
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WM125A

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2010.06.16

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION   The WM125A is a spring returned, normally 
closed, three-way valve. It is actuated by a lever and mounted by an 
integral bracket attached to the lever pivot body.

OPERATION   the WM125A is actuated by moving the lever, which 
in turn depresses the valve stem. This closes the exhaust port and 
opens the supply port, allowing supply pressure to flow to the outlet. 
When the lever is released the stem returns to the normally closed 
position. The supply port is closed and the exhaust port is opened to 
allow the pressure at the outlet to be released to atmosphere.

APPLICATION   The WM125A is a versatile valve which is com-
monly used to activate an air system in response to a mechanical mo-
tion. WM125A valves can also be used for controlling cylinders and 
relay valves in a variety of industrial and vehicular air systems.

THREE-WAY
LEVER-

ACTUATED
VALVE
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WM148

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2010.08.10

THREE-WAY
PUSH BUTTON

VALVE

PRODUT DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION   The WM148 series consists of various spring-returned, 
three-way push button valves. These are available with several different 
button designs. All of the WM148 valves are operated manually by a button 
device mounted to an actuating push stem.

OPERATION   the operator actuated the WM148 valve by depressing the 
button and stem. The stem closes the exhaust vent, opens the supply port, 
and allows supply pressure to flow to the outlet port. When the button and 
stem are released, the supply port closes to block pressure delivery. Any 
outlet pressure is released, the supply port closed to block pressure delivery. 
Any outlet pressure is released to the atmosphere through the exhaust vent.

APPLICATION   the WM148 push button valves are universal application 
valves designed for controlling small air cylinders, relay valves, or air-oper-
ated accessories in industrial or vehicular pneumatic systems. Because these 
valves are often used to provide a control signal to other Williams Air Con-
trols products, the WM148 valves are frequently supplied as components in 
Williams valve kits.
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WM219 SERIES

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2010.08.10

THREE-WAY
TWO POSITION
TOGGLE VALVE

150 PSI MAXIMUM

The WM219 series are two position, three-way 
toggle valves, which are equipped with heavy duty 
metal control levers. Designed for panel mount-
ing, these valves are available with various porting 
configurations. The WM219 toggle valves are 
universal application valves that are commonly 
used to control air pressure-operated relay valves, 
cylinders, PTOs and fifth wheels.
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WM232, WM234

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2010.06.16

LEVER MOUNTED
CONTROL VALVES

Flipper Valve (219) and Bkt. Assy.  = WM232
Push Valve (148) and Bkt. Assy.  = WM234

This is a convenient way to put one of those little dash valves on the shift lever. With 1/8” 
NPT pipe ports they can be plumbed with 1/8” or 1/4” tubing. The face plate may be identi-
fied with several vinyl decals to match the function. Special decals including Spanish are 
available in standard or optional language. Standard options include hi-lo, on-off, engage-
disengage, lock-unlock, etc.

Plates are printed in both horizontal and vertical, as well as left and right hand variations. 
Not every variation is off the shelf but most are or can be special ordered.

Typical Application: Toggle (flipper) valves are used as an on-off universal control for vari-
ous functions such as cylinders, relays, PTO’s, fifth wheel locks, etc.
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WM331 SERIES

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2011.01.19

THREE-WAY
FOOT

CONTROL
VALVE

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION   the WM331 is a spring-returned, normally closed, non-com-
pensating valve designed for floor mounting. It is actuated by a plunger which is 
intended for foot pressure operation.

OPERATION   The WM331 is actuated by depressing the plunger. This closes the 
exhaust port and opens the supply port to allow supply pressure to flow to the 
outlet. When the plunger is released, the valve returns to the normally closed po-
sition. The supply port is closed and the exhaust port is opened to allow pressure 
at the outlet port to be released to atmosphere.

APPLICATION   The WM331 is a heavy duty universal application valve which is 
ideal for controlling pneumatic cylinders or relay valves in industrial air systems.
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WM371 SERIES

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2010.06.16

PUSH
BUTTON

LEVER

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION   The WM371A push button lever is a three-way, non-compensating control 
valve designed to replace or supplement an existing handle. Unlike most handles, this lever 
has a recessed push button that provides an additional manual control. The WM371A is 
equipped with a special dust boot that prevents dirt entry and gives the operator a firm grip 
on the bottom.

OPERATION   When depressed, the button acts against a stem which unseats the supply 
poppet. Air pressure is directed from the supply port to the outlet port. When the operator 
releases the button, an internal spring seats the supply poppet and returns the stem to the 
rest position. Outlet pressure escapes to the atmosphere through an unthreaded exhaust 
vent.

APPLICATION   The WM371A push button is frequently used in pneumatic control sys-
tems for industrial equipment and off-road vehicles. Typical applications include usage as a 
drum reverse or drag line control on a grapple or bucket. The WM317A lever can be mount-
ed in place of a handle control, or with the appropriate fittings, the unit can be adapted for 
mounting with an existing lever.
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WM371 SERIES

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2010.06.16

WM608 PUSH-PULL VALVE

WM609 TOGGLE VALVE
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WM781 SERIES

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2010.06.16

TWO POSITION
THREE-WAY

CONTROL VALVE

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION   The WM781A is a non-compensating, two position, three-way 
control valve which is normally closed. The valve is actuated by a control lever 
which is equipped with a spring-loaded lockout safety device which locks in both 
positions to prevent unintentional lever movement. The yellow lockout device is a 
visual indicator of the safety latching feature of this control valve series.

OPERATION   To actuate the WM781A valve, the operator must pull up on the 
lockout device and move the lever approximately 60°. This depresses the valve 
stem, which closes the exhaust port and unseats the inlet poppet, allowing supply 
pressure to flow to the outlet. When the operator pulls up on the lockout device 
and returns the lever to the “normally” closed, the poppet seats, closing off air 
flow from the supply port to the outlet, and the exhaust port opens to release 
outlet pressure to atmosphere.

APPLICATION   WM781A valves can be used to control any system which 
requires a two position, normally closed control valve. They are ideally suited to 
control the actuation of power take off systems which are engaged by an air pres-
sure signal and spring disengaged.
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WM782 SERIES

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2010.06.16

TWO POSITION
FOUR-WAY

CONTROL VALVE

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION   The WM782 series is  composed of non-compensating, four 
way  control valves with two functional positions, Two models are available: The 
WM781A1 which features a detent in each of the control lever’s functional positions, 
and the WM781A which is equipped with a spring-loaded lockout safety device 
which locks the control lever in both positions to prevent unintentional movement.

OPERATION   When the WM782’s control lever is in Position 1 (Refer to External 
Configuration.), outlet port 2 receives supply pressure and outlet 1 is exhausted. 
When the control lever is moved 60° to Position 2, outlet port 1 receives supply pres-
sure and outlet 2 is exhausted.

APPLICATION   WM782A valves are designed for the control of double acting 
cylinders. They are frequently used to control the actuation of poser take off systems 
which engage and disengage by an air pressure signal.
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WM783 SERIES

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2010.06.16

FOUR-WAY
THREE POSITION
CONTROL VALVE

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION   The WM783A is a non-compensating, four-way control valve with three 
functional positions. The control lever which actuates the WM783A valve is equipped with 
a spring-loaded lockout safety device which locks in all three positions to prevent uninten-
tional lever movement. The yellow lockout device is a visual indicator of the safety latching 
feature of the control valve series.

OPERATION  When the WM783A valve’s control lever is in Position 1 (Refer to External 
Configuration.), outlet port 2 receives supply pressure and outlet 1 is exhausted. Both outlet 
ports are exhausted in Position 2, which is the neutral or “hold” position; and in Position 3, 
outlet port 1 receives supply pressure and outlet 2 is exhausted. In order to move the control 
lever from one functional position to an adjacent position, the operator must pull up on 
the lockout device and move the lever approximately 45°. When he releases his hold on the 
lockout device, a spring will lock the control lever into whichever of the three positions he 
has selected.

APPLICATION   The WM783A is a versatile control valve with a variety of industrial and 
vehicular applications. WM783AA valves are frequently used to control air operated relay 
valves, cylinders and power take off systems.
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WM784 SERIES

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2010.06.16

THREE POSITION
SPRING RETURN

FOUR-WAY
CONTROL VALVE

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION   The WM784 series is composed of non-compensating, four-way control 
valves with three functional positions. These valves are actuated by control levers which 
spring return to the neutral position when they are not manually held in an applied posi-
tion. WM84B1 models have a detent in the neutral position and WM784A and B models 
are equipped with a spring-loaded lockout safety device that locks the control lever in the 
neutral position to prevent unintentional movement.

OPERATION   When a WM784 valve’s control lever is held in Position 1 (refer to External 
Configuration.), outlet port 2 receives supply pressure and outlet 1 is exhausted. In Position 
2 (“neutral”) both outlet ports are exhausted; and outlet port 1 receives supply pressure 
while outlet 2 is exhausted if the lever is held in Position 3. Whenever the operator released 
his hold on the control lever, it will spring-return to the neutral position.

APPLICATION   The WM784A is a versatile control valve with a variety of industrial and 
vehicular applications. WM784A valves are frequently used to control air operated relay 
valves, cylinder and power take off systems.
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SECTION 12:  ENGINE CONTROLS

WM-499

WM-568

WM-642

WM-663
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WM499 SERIES

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2011.01.19

AIR
STARTER

RELAY

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION   The WM499 air starter relay valves are normally closed, non-com-
pensating, two-way relay valves engineered specifically for use with air starters. Suit-
able for large tubing, the WM499 relay valves are capable of high air flow capacity.

OPERATION   To open the valve and allow delivery, the WM499 relay valve is 
actuated by pressure from a control. With a control pressure of only 30%–35% of 
the supply pressure, the WM499 valve will open to permit large capacity delivery. A 
control pressure of approximately 30 PSI (207 kPa), for example, will open the valve 
against a supply of 100 PSI (690 kPa). When open, the relay valve slows a maximum 
output pressure equal to the supply pressure. When the control pressure is removed, 
an internal spring causes the valve to return to its normally closed position.

APPLICATION   The WM499 relay valves are engineered for use with air starters in 
industrial and vehicular applications. The WM499 air starter relay valves are espe-
cially suited for other applications requiring high flow capacity. 
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WM568 SERIES

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2010.06.16

HYDRAULIC /
ELECTRONIC

REMOTE SENSOR
ASSEMBLY

DESCRIPTION

The WM568 Hydraulic over electronic remote con-
trol assembly is composed of a hydraulic cylinder 
which positions an electronic sensor. It is used to 
control an electronic engine with a variable hydrau-
lic pressure source, 0 to 80 PSI.

• Unit can be used to dampen the response   
of an electronic engine to accelerator pedal  
position changes.

• Different sensors can be fit onto the unit to con-
trol different models of electronic engines.
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WM642F SERIES

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2010.06.16

PNEUMATIC THROTTLE
CONTROL KIT

DESCRIPTION

WM642F series throttle control kit is used to position an 
engine’s throttle lever in response to an air pressure signal 
from a control valve. The kit contains a WM388U1A1A 
throttle cylinder, mounting bracket, throttle lever and spring. 
The mounting bracket installs the cylinder on the limiting 
speed governor of a Detroit Diesel V-71 or V-92TT series 
engine. The external spring is provided for compliance with 
FMVSS-124 requirements. It returns the throttle lever to idle 
In the event of internal spring failure.

Important: The distance between the control valve and the 
cylinder must not be subjected to mechanical interference or 
excessive temperature. When installed according to Wil-
liams Controls Industries’ specifications, the W642F series 
complies with FMVSS-124.

FOR DETROIT DIESEL V-71 AND
V-92TT SERIES ENGINES IN
FMVSS-124 APPLICATIONS
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WM663

Manufactured in the USA by Brake Systems Inc.
REV. DATE: 2010.06.16

ENGINE
SHUTDOWN

AND
SHUTDOWN

KIT

The WM663 engine shutdowns and shutdown kits are designed to replace the 
electrical solenoid Cummins fuel shutoff valve on Cummins diesel engines.  The 
WM663 engine shutdown valves are normally open, pilot-operated, air pressure-
actuated units which provide trouble-free shutdown of the engine’s fuel supply.  The 
WM663 shutdown kits consist of the WM663 engine shutdown, an escutcheon plate 
(part number 105109), and a WM148A push-button control valve.

A driver operated control valve, such as the WM148A push-button valve, is used 
to supply air pressure to the WM663 engine shutdown.  When the control valve is 
activated, air pressure causes the poppet to seat.  The seated poppet blocks the flow 
of fuel to the engine, thus actuating engine shutdown.  When the control valve is 
released, the poppet is spring-returned and the valve returns to the normally open 
position.

The WM663 engine shutdowns and shutdown kits are designed to replace the 
standard Cummins fuel pump solenoid on Cummins diesel engines.  To install 
the shutdown valve, the standard solenoid and manual override button shaft are 
removed.  The button shaft hole is plugged with the plug assembly provided.  The 
spring, poppet, diaphragm and cover are secured to the valve body.  The WM663 
engine shutdown should be used only in applications where the fuel supply tank 
is lower than the valve.  (Otherwise, fuel could accumulate in the engine cylinders 
during a long shutdown.)  The push-button valve supplied in the M663 shutdown 
kit should be installed on the dashboard near the operator. 

IMPORTANT: Consult the Cummins engine manual for information on correct 
shutdown procedures.  The WM663 engine shutdown will operate only at normal 
idle speeds when there is sufficient air line pressure in the accessory air supply.
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SECTION 13:  ACCESSORIES

GAGES

WM-342

WM-778
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SIX DIGIT CROSSOVER
6 DIGIT PART # DESCRIPTION 6 DIGIT PART # DESCRIPTION

100160 R498J-672 Repair Kit 106848 WM498R Valve, Dual

100161 R498R-674 Repair Kit 106849 WM498P Control, Spring Brake

100162 R498P-673 Repair Kit 106850 WM672A Valve, Dash

100237 R622G Repair Kit S/A R622X 110084 R454B-455 Repair Kit

    but no piston 110208 WM384-107 Cylinder Assembly

100285 WM680A Quick Release PH 1/4 110227 WM331C2 Valve, Floor

100294 WM680B Quick Release PH 3/8 110245 WM672D Valve, Dash

100320 WM460AC Shift Assembly 110394 WM901A Control Kit. Includes 110379 

100324 WM394-102 Cylinder Assembly     solenoid. Can sub WM901F

100352 WM101CA Relay Emerg. 4 Port 3/8 Lid 110402 WM90DM2 Base Valve

100354 WM101F Relay Emerg. 4 Port 1/4 Lid 110408 WM397L Valve, Seat Control

100361 WM101P Relay Emerg. 4 Port 110464 WM607A3X2 Valve, Panel

100362 WM101R Relay Emerg. 110495 WM7 Check Valve

100407 WM607C1X2 Valve, Hand 110504 WM90DN Base Valve

100424 R449-102 Repair Kit 111112 WM31 Check Valve

100512 WM227F Relay Valve Assembly 111118 WM34P 4 Way Rotary Valve

100529 WM227D Relay Valve Assembly 111135 WM43B1 Regulator. Mounting 

100561 R608-609 Repair Kit     Bracket 103960

100578 R680 Repair Kit 111144 WM44 Water Relay

100708 WM397J Valve, Level Low Control 111148 WM47 Mounting Bracket

100943 WM394-106 Cylinder Assembly 111150 WM48B Pressure Holdback set 

100965 WM384SE Cylinder Assembly     60 PSI

100980 R498BCHM Repair Kit 111153 WM48C Pressure Holdback S/A 

104067 WM498D Manifold, Center S/A 104480     WM48B but w/ small orifice 

    Except end port open     in ouput

104075 WM498A End Cap 111183 WM61 Relay, Vac Re

104474 WM498B Toggle Valve. Zinc Handle 111196 WM67 Valve, Relay

    Version of WM498W 111198 WM68A1 Valve, Relay, 3 Way with 

104475 WM498C Push Button Valve     Bracket

104480 WM498D1 Manifold, End S/A 104067 111199 WM68A Valve, Relay, 3 Way 

    except end port not open     Noncompensating

104481 WM498G Spring Brake Push. Or 111209 WM71 Water Nozzle Bracket

    WM498R which is pull for emergency 111228 WM79C Valve, Check

    emergency 111231 WM80 Valve, Check, 2 Way

104517 WM498F Push/Pull 111232 WM80A Valve, Check, 2 Way

104522 WM498E Dash Valve  111237 WM81 Switch, Adj Low Pressure

104621 WM498H Toggler Valve 111245 WM83 Check Valve 1/8

105180 WM129 Bracket 111250 WM84 Valve, Check 

105181 WM129B Bracket 111257 WM87 Valve, Pressure Holdback

106704 WM498-108 Panel Assembly 111258 WM87A Valve, Pressure Holdback

106839 WM498J Panel Valve 111263 WM87C Valve, Pressure Holdback

106841 WM674A Valve, Dual 111276 WM90A Base Valve

SIX DIGIT CROSSOVER
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111277 WM90AE Base Valve 111630 WM197B Check Valve 3/4

111282 WM90AT Base Valve 111659 WM204B Check Valve 3/4

111285 WM90B Base Valve 111776 WM218G1 Cylinder

111286 WM90BA Base Valve 111814 WM219C1 Valve, Dash

111288 WM90BE Base Valve 111816 WM219C3 Valve, Dash

111289 WM90BC Base Valve 111817 WM219C4 Valve, Dash

111292 WM90BM Base Valve 111817 WM219C4A Valve, Dash

111293 WM90BR Base Valve 111841 WM224H Valve, Hand

111294 WM90BT Base Valve 111863 WM232A Valve Assy, Lever Mt

111297 WM90BW Base Valve 111870 WM242 Bracket, Column Mounting 

111300 WM90D Base Valve     219

111301 WM90DA Base Valve 111874 WM245 Bracket, Mounting

111302 WM90DB Base Valve 111913 WM271A Valve, Control

111303 WM90DM Base Valve 111918 WM271D Valve, Control

111304 WM90DT Base Valve 111940 WM279E1 Regulator 

111305 WM90DW Base Valve 111946 WM279P Pressure Regulator 0-100. 

111366 WM106F Valve Assembly     Use WM279R2

111370 WM106H Control Valve Assembly 111949 WM279R Regulator

    use WM224H 111978 WM290 Inlet Assembly 

111411 WM111A Breather 111984 WM291S Valve Assy., Quad

111412 WM111B Breather 111999 WM292B Valve, Relay

111416 R148 Repair Kit 112013 WM298 Tank

111442 WM124A Breather/Oiler With 1/8 NPT 112328 WM336A Cylinder

    Male 112330 WM336B Cylinder

111443 WM124K Kit Oiler/Breather. Goes 112331 WM108W Use WM336C

    with WM728BK1 112331 WM336C Cylinder

111443 WM124KM Kit Breather. Goes with 112333 WM336D Cylinder

    WM728BK1 112336 WM336G Cylinder

111446 WM125A Lever Valve 112341 WM336K Cylinder

111526 WM147BC Valve, Relay NC 112371 WM338P Relay Emergency. Input 60 

111527 WM147C Valve, Relay NC     PSI set 22 lbs.

111529 WM147D Valve, Relay NC 2 Way. 112381 WM338T100 Valve, Relay

    Actuates at 55 PSI. Super 112391 WM341D Tank Saddle

    to WM147E 112394 WM341H Tank. WM341H2 is 8 in. 

111530 WM147E Valve, Relay NC     diameter

111531 WM147F Valve, Relay NO 112396 WM341R Use WM341R2

111535 WM147HC Valve, Relay NO 112405 WM342A Valve, Safety

111538 WM147J Valve, Relay NO 112407 WM342B Valve, Safety

111542 WM147P Valve, Relay NO 112468 WM352A Valve, Base

111549 WM148A Valve, Push Button 112471 WM352D Valve, Base

111561 WM148W Valve, Push Button 112475 WM353A Treadle Valve Assembly

111628 WM197A Check Valve 1/2. Sub 112476 WM353B Treadle Valve Assembly

    WM774A 112477 WM353C Treadle Valve Assembly
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112478 WM353D Treadle Valve Assembly 112747 WM394SE Cylinder Assembly

112479 WM353E Valve, Treadle 112749 WM394T Cylinder Assembly

112481 WM353F Valve, Treadle 112750 WM394TA Cylinder Assembly

112534 WM366A Valve, Quick Release 112759 WM394W Cylinder Assembly

112536 WM366B Valve, Quick Release 112760 WM394WA Cylinder Assembly

112550 WM371A Valve, Push Button 112761 WM394WAK Cylinder Assembly

112609 WM384AK Cylinder Assembly 112766 WM394-100 Cylinder Assembly

112610 WM384B Cylinder Assembly 112773 WM396C Valve Assembly

112624 WM384H Cylinder Assembly 112774 WM396D Valve Assembly

112625 WM384HB Cylinder Assembly 112780 WM397C Valve, Seat Control

112628 WM384J Cylinder Assembly 112794 WM399E Dual Treadle Assembly

112628 WM384JBK Cylinder Assembly 112799 WM399L Treadle, Double

112639 WM384N Cylinder Assembly 112800 WM399M Treadle, Double

112641 WM384P Cylinder Assembly 112803 WM400A Pressure Regulator

112643 WM384R Cylinder Assembly 112805 WM400B Pressure Regulator

112644 WM384TBK Cylinder Assembly 112806 WM400C Pressure Regulator

112646 WM384RAK2 Cylinder Assembly 112808 WM401A Pressure Control

112652 WM384S Cylinder Assembly 112809 WM401B Pressure Control

112655 WM384SB Cylinder Assembly 112841 WM412A Valve, Shuttle

112657 WM384SC Cylinder Assembly 112848 WM413A Valve, Shuttle

112659 WM384T Cylinder Assembly 112972 WM448A1 Cylinder Assembly

112663 WM384TB Cylinder Assembly 112973 WM448A2 Cylinder Assembly

112670 WM384U Cylinder Assembly 112974 WM448A2A Cylinder Assembly

112671 WM384V Cylinder Assembly 112975 WM448A3 Cylinder Assembly

112675 WM384W Cylinder Assembly 112979 WM448B1 Cylinder Assembly

112675 WM384WA Cylinder Assembly 112981 WM448B2 Cylinder Assembly

112677 WM384WAK Cylinder Assembly 112982 WM448B3 Cylinder Assembly

112726 WM394B Cylinder Assembly 112990 WM448B3K2 Cylinder Assembly

112729 WM394C Cylinder Assembly 112991 WM448B3K3 Cylinder Assembly

112730 WM394CA Cylinder Assembly 112993 WM448C1 Cylinder Assembly

112731 WM394CB Cylinder Assembly 112994 WM448C2 Cylinder Assembly

112732 WM394D Cylinder Assembly 112995 WM448C3 Cylinder Assembly

112733 WM394DA Cylinder Assembly 113002 WM449A1 Cylinder Assembly

112734 WM394E Cylinder Assembly 113008 WM449A2 Cylinder Assembly

112735 WM394EA Cylinder Assembly 113009 WM449A3 Cylinder Assembly

112736 WM394F Cylinder Assembly 113014 WM449B1 Cylinder Assembly

112740 WM394R Cylinder Assembly 113015 WM449B1A Cylinder Assembly

112741 WM394RA Cylinder Assembly 113017 WM449B2 Cylinder Assembly

112742 WM394S Cylinder Assembly 113018 WM449B3 Cylinder Assembly

112743 WM394SA Cylinder Assembly 113019 WM449B3A Cylinder Assembly. 1-3/16 

112744 WM394SB Cylinder Assembly     Stroke Std. End Cap Align

112745 WM394SC Cylinder Assembly 113021 WM449C1 Cylinder Assembly

112746 WM394SD Cylinder Assembly 113024 WM449C2 Cylinder Assembly
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113025 WM449C2A Cylinder Assembly 113220 WM472C Valve, Treadle

113026 WM449C3 Cylinder Assembly 113222 WM472D Valve, Treadle

113028 WM449D1 Cylinder Assembly 113224 WM472E Valve, Treadle

113029 WM449D2 Cylinder Assembly 113245 WM475B1 Cylinder Assembly

113030 WM449D3 Cylinder Assembly 113248 WM475B2 Cylinder Assembly

113032 WM449E1 Cylinder Assembly 113250 WM475C1 Cylinder Assembly

113033 WM449E2 Cylinder Assembly 113251 WM475C2 Cylinder Assembly

113034 WM449E3 Cylinder Assembly 113253 WM475C2K Cylinder Assembly

113035 WM449F1 Cylinder Assembly 113258 WM476A Use WM476F5A1

113036 WM449F2 Cylinder Assembly 113259 WM476B Valve, Treadle

113037 WM449F3 Cylinder Assembly 113260 WM476C Valve, Treadle

113038 WM449G Cylinder Assembly 113273 WM479A Relay 

113039 WM449G2 Cylinder Assembly 113361 WM493A Reverse Treadle 

113041 WM449H Cylinder Assembly 113364 WM493D Reverse Treadle 

113043 WM449J Cylinder Assembly 113367 WM494A Relay

113051 WM449-101 Cylinder Assembly 113370 WM495B Cylinder Assembly

113051 WM449-102 Cylinder Assembly 113412 WM498-602 Panel Assembly. S/A 

113072 WM453A Pedal, Throttle     WM498ACCA

113073 WM453B Pedal, Throttle 113413 WM498-603 Panel Assembly. S/A 

113074 WM453C Pedal, Throttle     WM498ACCCCA

113117 WM458B Valve, Control. For 113469 WM499B Relay, Starter

    445/466/487 113470 WM499C Relay, Starter

113122 WM459D Panel, Control. Use WM459L 113714 WM606A1 Valve, Hand

113125 WM459F Panel, Control 113717 WM606A2 Valve, Hand

113129 WM459L Panel, Control 113719 WM606B1 Valve, Hand

113130 WM459P Panel, Control. 100 PSI 113724 WM606C1 Valve, Hand

    version of WM459L which 113726 WM606C1C Valve, Hand

    is 85 PSI 113727 WM606C2 Valve, Hand

113131 WM459L2 Panel, Control. With duplex 113730 WM606C2C Valve, Hand

    gauge 113733 WM606D1 Valve, Hand

113155 WM463A Cylinder Assembly 113736 WM606E1 Valve, Hand

113156 WM463B Cylinder Assembly 113744 WM607A1 Valve, Hand

113157 WM463C Cylinder Assembly 113747 WM607A1X2 Valve, Hand

113158 WM463D Cylinder Assembly 113750 WM607A3 Valve, Hand. Can sub 

113159 WM463E Cylinder Assembly     WM607A3X2

113160 WM463F Cylinder Assembly 113754 WM607B1 Valve, Hand

113161 WM463H Cylinder Assembly 113760 WM607B3 Valve, Hand

113162 WM464A Cylinder Assembly 113762 WM607C1 Valve, Hand

113163 WM463I Cylinder Assembly 113768 WM607C3 Valve, Hand

113163 WM464B Cylinder Assembly 113778 WM607E1 Panel Valve

113164 WM464C Cylinder Assembly 113793 WM608A Push/Pull Lever MT

113165 WM464D Cylinder Assembly 113795 WM609A Valve, Flipper

113218 WM472A Valve, Treadle 113820 WM612C1 Cylinder Assembly
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113827 WM614A1 Pressure Regulator 114067 R57 Repair Kit

113828 WM614A2 Pressure Regulator 114068 R58 Repair Kit

113829 WM614B1 Pressure Regulator 114069 R61 Repair Kit

113830 WM614B2 Pressure Regulator 114072 R64 Repair Kit

113831 WM614C1 Pressure Regulator 114074 R67 Repair Kit

113832 WM614C2 Pressure Regulator 114075 R68 Repair Kit

113833 WM614D1 Pressure Regulator 114087 R80 Repair Kit

113834 WM614D2 Pressure Regulator 114093 R86 Repair Kit

113837 WM615SC Cylinder Assembly 114094 R87 Repair Kit

113840 WM615-100 Cylinder Assembly 114095 R87A Repair Kit

113841 WM615-101 Cylinder Assembly 114097 R87C Repair Kit

113842 WM616A Quick Release 114100 R90 Repair Kit

113844 WM617A Valve, Relay 114112 R101 Repair Kit

113862 WM622B Cylinder Assembly 114116 R106 Repair Kit

113864 WM622D Cylinder Assembly 114127 R108 Repair Kit

113866 WM622F Cylinder Assembly 114134 R125A Repair Kit

113867 WM622G Cylinder Assembly 114139 R126 Repair Kit

113881 WM626B Push Button Valve 114149 R147 Repair Kit

113891 WM628B Control Valve Assembly 114154 R147F Repair Kit. Use R147

113898 WM629BK1   114158 R147HCHDHE Repair Kit

113911 WM633B Cylinder Assembly 114160 R147J-TT Repair Kit

113917 WM635A3 Cylinder Assembly 114161 R147P Repair Kit

113919 WM635B3 Cylinder Assembly 114174 R198 Repair Kit

113923 WM637A3 Cylinder Assembly 1.25 D.A. 114188 R218AC Repair Kit

113925 WM637B3 Cylinder Assembly 1.25 D.A. 114189 R218AF Repair Kit

113927 WM637C3 Cylinder Assembly 1.25 D.A. 114200 R218Z3K2 Repair Kit

113928 WM637D3 Cylinder Assembly 1.25 D.A. 114208 R227 Repair Kit

113934 WM639A Valve, Shuttle 114224 R279 Repair Kit

113935 WM640A Valve, Treadle 114228 R288 Repair Kit

113944 WM642A Slave Throttle 114233 R292 Repair Kit

113970 WM651A Chamber, Scale 18 in. 114238 R305 Repair Kit

113973 WM652A Chamber, Scale 21 in. 114240 R309AJSR Repair Kit

113978 WM653C Pop Off Standard Lift 114241 R309 Repair Kit

113979 WM653D Pop Off High Lift 114258 R314 Repair Kit

113981 WM654A Valve Air Saver 114260 R317 Repair Kit

113983 WM655A Switch. Use WM655B 114262 R318 Repair Kit

113989 WM660B SL Switch 1/8 MNPT. See 114264 R320 Repair Kit

    WM660A 114266 R321 Repair Kit

113993 WM660F SL Switch 1/8 MNPT. Use 114267 R325 Repair Kit

    WM660A or B 114269 R326 Repair Kit

113999 WM663A See WM663B or WM663AK1 114279 R331-471 Repair Kit

114049 R87 Repair Kit 114282 R332A Repair Kit

114059 R44 Repair Kit 114283 R332B Repair Kit
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114287 R336 Repair Kit 114479 R612A2 Repair Kit

114289 R338DSTS Repair Kit 114484 R615 Repair Kit

114293 R338MP Repair Kit 114485 R616A Repair Kit

114299 R352-400 Repair Kit 114488 R617 Repair Kit

114306 R353AF Repair Kit 114490 R621 Repair Kit

114310 R371 Repair Kit 114493 R622B Repair Kit

114321 R384-394 Repair Kit 114494 R622D Repair Kit

114329 R388 Repair Kit 114496 R622 Repair Kit

114331 R392 Repair Kit 114500 R626B Repair Kit

114332 R394TUVW-105 Repair Kit 114501 R628 Repair Kit

114336 R397 Repair Kit 114503 R630 Repair Kit

114340 R399 Repair Kit 114505 R631 Repair Kit

114346 R401 Repair Kit 114508 R633 Repair Kit

114353 R413 Repair Kit 114510 R635-637A Repair Kit

114355 R43-70 Repair Kit 114511 R640A Repair Kit

114356 R445 Repair Kit 114513 R653B Repair Kit

114367 R448 Repair Kit 114514 R653C Repair Kit

114371 R449 Repair Kit 114515 R653D Repair Kit

114375 R4517 Repair Kit 114516 R654A Repair Kit

114375 R498EF Repair Kit 116697 WM90DX Base Valve

114378 R453ABCD Repair Kit 116702 WM607C3C2 Valve, Hand

114395 R458 Repair Kit 116714 WM111D Breather

114399 R459 Repair Kit 116731 WM453M Pedal, Throttle

114400 R460 Repair Kit 116736 WM607A1C2 Valve, Hand

114402 R460AA Repair Kit 116772 WM384-109 Cylinder Assembly

114406 R462 Repair Kit 116773 WM384-110 Cylinder Assembly

114408 R463-601 Repair Kit 116784 WM642C Throttle, Slave

114417 R472 Repair Kit 116857 WM453M100 Treadle Assembly

114428 R475ABE Repair Kit 117005 WM774A Valve, Check 1/2

114430 R475BE Repair Kit. Super to R475ABE 117067 WM764A6A Dash Valve 

114432 R475CDF Repair Kit 117069 WM762A2A Valve, Dash Tractor

114433 R475C2 Repair Kit 117083 WM55A Control 4 Way

114438 R476 Repair Kit 117103 R90DX Repair Kit

114441 R479 Repair Kit 117126 WM763A4A Dash Valve Blue Knob

114444 R486 Repair Kit 117209 WM476F5A1 Valve, Treadle. FMVSS 124 

114447 R488 Repair Kit     0-60 WM90DX

114453 R493 Repair Kit 117262 WM90DX1 Valve, Base 10-60

114454 R494A Repair Kit 117266 WM763-101 Control. Std WM763 with 

114455 R495 Repair Kit     blank knob

114461 R499 Repair Kit 117269 WM90DX2 Valve, Base 0-90

114471 R606-607 Repair Kit 117270 WM453N Pedal, Throttle

114477 R611 Repair Kit 117360 WM476F4A Valve, Treadle

114478 R612A Repair Kit 117366 WM901F Control Kit
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117402 WM388U1A1A Throttle, Slave 117914 WM448B1B Cylinder Assembly

117431 WM901E Control Kit 117916 R622X Repair Kit

117451 WM762A1A Dash Valve 117930 WM498K1 Repair Kit

117527 WM453-109 Pedal, Throttle 117931 WM498K2 Repair Kit

117535 WM90DX3 Base Valve 0-75. S/A 117979 R388U1AXX Parts Kit WM388U1A1A

    WM90DX2 for most purposes 117983 WM352F Valve, Base

117538 R476F Repair Kit 117985 WM388-105 Cylinder, Control. S/A 

117558 WM902A Mounting Kit. 770 to 5 in. OD     WM388U1C1D

117559 WM902B Mounting Kit 117996 WM780-100 Brake Assembly 

117560 WM902C Mounting Kit 4 ID. 770 to 4 in. ID 118012 WM780A Brake Assembly 

117561 WM902D Kit 770. To 4 Bolt 118017 WM124K3H Remote Breather Kit

117562 WM902E Mounting Kit 3.5 ID 118041 WM111C Breather - Hi Temp

117582 R453M R453M/N/100 Repair Kit 118051 WM763A8A Dash Valve Black Knob

117583 R453N Repair Kit. Superceded to R453M 118058 WM769A Cylinder Assembly

117599 WM279R2 Regulator  118065 WM493-100 Reverse Treadle 

117612 R642E Repair Kit 118090 WM388-106 Cylinder, Control

117638 WM642-101 Throttle Slave 118116 R770D/780 Repair Kit. Shell Assembly 

117643 R388D3TW Repair Kit     separately 117035

117659 R762-763 Repair Kit 118117 WM453M3 Treadle Assembly

117660 R764 Repair Kit 118139 WM770D Brake Assembly 

117661 R642CD Repair Kit 118147 R305D Repair Kit

117670 R449G2H Repair Kit 118150 WM777A Switch, Stop Light 1/8 Male NPT

117679 R466 Repair Kit 118181 WM778A Valve, Pressure Holdback

117683 WM498W Valve, Toggle 118217 WM388-109 Throttle Slave

117684 R635-637 Repair Kit 118250 WM779A Switch Kit

117686 R635-637CD Repair Kit 118266 WM305D1 Valve, Treadle

117697 R642-102 Repair Kit 118279 WM325D Dash Valve with red knob

117775 R388U1CXX Repair Kit 118315 WM781A Valve, Control, 3 Way 2 Position

117830 WM775B Modulator Trans 118316 WM782A Valve, Control, 4 Way

117835 WM903A Mounting Kit 3.5 ID 118317 WM783A Valve, Control, 4 Way

117836 WM903B Mounting Kit 3.0 ID 118318 WM784A Valve, Control

117837 WM903C Mounting Kit 2.5 ID. WM760/780 to 118336 WM786A1 Valve, Panel Hand

    2.5 in. 118337 WM786A2 Valve, Panel Hand

117838 WM903D Mounting Kit 58mm OD. WM760A 118338 WM786A3 Valve, Panel Hand

    to 58mm 118339 WM786A4 Valve, Panel Hand. Replaced by 

117872 WM612-101 Cylinder Assy, Throttle     WM786A3

117873 R612-101 Cylinder Repair Kit 118340 WM786B1 Valve, Pressure Regulator

117886 WM388U1C2B Throttle Slave 118341 WM786B2 Valve, Panel Hand

117888 WM388U1C1D Throttle Slave 118342 WM786B3 Valve, Panel Hand

117889 WM384-112 Cylinder Assembly 118365 WM778-100 PHB Valve

117894 WM642F1 Throttle Slave 118374 WM782-100 Valve, Dual

117898 R388-100 Repair Kit 118375 WM783-100 Valve, Control, 4 Way

117903 WM453M2 Treadle Assembly 118393 WM630-101 Valve, Relay
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118400 R781 R781,782,783,784SER Repair Kit 119130 WM511C Valve, Treadle. Base Valve 

118401 WM787A Valve Assembly. Super by     WM514C

    WM787D 119131 WM514H Valve, Control. Repair Kit R511

118406 WM770F Brake Assembly 119132 WM515H Valve, Treadle. Base Valve 

118421 WM788A Cyl Assy Throttle     WM514H

118437 WM784B Valve, 3 Position Dual 119136 WM513A Valve, Quick Release

118446 R788A Repair Kit 119142 WM642F3 Control, Throttle

118472 WM475H Cylinder Assembly 119151 WM642F5 Control, Throttle

118499 WM388U1D1A Cylinder, Control 119195 WM775-101 Modulator. Use WM775B

118552 WM792A1 Control 119252 WM901H Control Kit

118558 WM792D3 Control 119280 R512 Repair Kit

118562 WM793C2 Control 119305 R511 R511,514,515 Series Repair Kit

118566 WM794D1 Control 119417 WM901J Control Kit

118569 WM786-100 Valve, Panel Hand 119431 WM901K Control Kit

118573 WM787-100 Control, 4 Way Mod 119436 WM512C Cyl. Hyd Slave

118584 R475H Repair Kit 119439 R271AB Repair Kit

118588 WM778A1 Valve, Pressure Holdback 119440 R271DE Repair Kit

118591 WM763-103 Control, Dash 119480 R147BCCDE Repair Kit. S/A R147/147L/114149

118705 WM787B Valve Assembly. Use WM787D 119493 WM517A Panel, Control. Repl valve

118710 WM781A1 Control Valve 3 Way 119518 WM779B Switch Kit

118711 WM782A1 Control. Use WM782A 119566 WM901L Control Kit. With Whisker Switch 

118712 WM783A1 Valve, Control 4 Way S/A WM783A     119570

    w/ different handle 119568 R501 Repair Kit, Minor.

118713 WM784B1 Valve, Control 119666 WM453-114 Treadle Assembly

118741 WM642G Throttle Slave 119667 WM388U1C3D Throttle/Fast Idle

118742 WM642G1 Kit, Throttle Slave. With one 119684 WM453M102 Treadle Assembly

    WM769A 130035 WM147J100 Relay

118743 WM642G2 Kit, Throttle Slave. With two 130046 WM770-102 Brake Assembly 

    WM769A 130046 WM780-102 Brake Assembly

118760 R791-234 Repair Kit 130065 WM518A Transmission Valve, 4 Way

118789 WM782-102 Valve, Control 130091 WM902A1 Mounting Kit 

118872 WM453-110 Treadle Assembly 130100 WM902C2 Kit 770. Ford 3208T Kit 4 in. OD

118882 WM787C Valve Assembly. Replaced by 130203 R388-U1C3D Repair Kit

    WM787F 130233 WM901M Control Kit

118962 WM453M110 Treadle Assembly 130291 WM523F  

119068 WM782B Valve, Control  130300 WM521A1 Valve, Control 

119070 WM484L Panel with guage. New as 130364 WM476F5A2 Treadle Assembly

    WM484L1 130386 WM522A1 Valve, Quad

119073 WM484M1 Valve. Handle valve is WM782B 130424 WM521B1 Valve, Control, 2 Set

119120 R484LMN Repair Kit 130425 WM521C1 Valve, Control, 3 Set

119125 R507C Repair Kit 130426 WM521D1 Valve, Control, 4 Set

119128 WM514C Valve, Base for WM511C/515C 130427 WM521E1 Valve, Control, 5 Set. Sell 

119129 WM515C Valve, Treadle     WM521RE1
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130439 WM782A2 Valve, Control, 4 Way. S/A 131860 WM522D1 Control Valve

    WM782A Except Chrome Mtg. 131934 WM655B Swith, Stoplight

130463 R521x1 R521,787 F,G Repair Kit 133280 WM781-100 Control Valve 3 Way

130475 WM521RA1 Valve, Control. Can use 134116 WM472F Treadle Assembly

    WM521A1 hass different ports 135235 WM781 Control 3 Way 2 Position

130476 WM521RB1 Valve, Control. Use WM521B1 160026 WM901R Control Kit FL50

130477 WM521RC1 Valve, Control 160111 WM576A Kit, Trailer Brake Test

130478 WM521RD1 Valve, Control 210714 WM359C  

130479 WM521RE1 Valve, Control 231080 WM394FWD Cylinder Assembly

130492 WM787F Control, 4 Way Mod 811790 WM218TA Cylinder

130500 WM522C1 Superceded by WM522D1

130506 WM459R Panel, Control. Like 459L with 

    different plumbing

130521 R787DE Repair Kit

130524 WM901N Control Kit

130562 R787F Repair Kit. Replaced by R521X1

130591 R523F Repair Kit

130635 R522A Repair Kit

130640 WM901E2 Control Kit

130658 WM903G Mounting Kit 3.0 ID

130663 WM279E3 Regulator

130772 R279E3 Repair Kit

130823 WM453-115 Treadle Assembly

130845 WM147L1 Valve, Relay

130877 WM413A1 Shuttle Double

130940 WM521RA4 Control Valve  

130953 WM770-105 Brake Assembly 

130972 R147L1 Repair Kit

130982 WM472-101 Treadle Assembly   

131224 WM770-106 Brake Assembly 

131302 WM388U1C4D Slave from WM568

131310 WM81-110 Adj. Press. Swit S/A WM81 set at 

    35 PSI

131314 WM472-102 Treadle Assembly

131333 WM770-109 Brake Assembly 

131376 WM318C1 Tractor Protection

131383 WM782-104 Control Valve  

131385 WM782-105 Control Valve  

131494 WM902F Mounting 4 ID

131495 WM903H Mounting Kit

131523 WM338T101 Relay NO

131618 R388U1C4D Repair Kit. Identical to R388U1CXX

131635 WM511H Base Valve WM514H
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BRAKE SYSTEMS, INC.
WARRANTY POLICY TERMS AND CONDITIONS

For New Pneumatic Systems

Brake Systems, Inc. warrants that products furnished by it will be free from defects in materials 
and workmanship until the first of the following occurs:

One (1) year after delivery of the product to the ultimate user;

50,000 miles of operation on highway vehicles;

1000 hours of operation on other types of equipment.

This warranty does not extend to 1.) any losses due to misuse, accident, abuse, neglect, normal 
wear and tear, or improper installation, maintenance or application; 2.) products that have 
been repaired or altered outside of Brake Systems, Inc. factory unless authorized in writing by 
Brake Systems, Inc.; or 3.) any labor charges for removal and/or replacement of the noncon-
forming or defective product or part thereof.

In the event that claims are made with regard to the defective product, the responsibility of 
Brake Systems, Inc. is limited to repairing or replacing any units which shall, within the provi-
sions of the warranty specified above, be returned with transportation charges prepaid, and 
found to be defective.  All warranty claims shall be presented within thirty (30) days after the 
defect is discovered.  In no event shall Brake Systems, Inc. be liable for consequential damages 
related to misuse or misapplication of products.  

The foregoing states Brake Systems Inc. sole responsibility for breach of this warranty. In no 
event shall Brake Systems be liable for consequential damages.

No other warranty, whether expressed or implied by operation of law or otherwise (including 
any warranty of merchantability, fitness or performance), shall exist in connection with the sale 
or use of any product sold by Brake Systems, Inc.

2221 N.E. Hoyt Street s Portland, Oregon  97232 s (503) 236-2116



BRAKE SYSTEMS, INC. 

503-236-2116    FAX 503-239-5005 
TOLL FREE 1-800-452-5734 

WWW.BRAKESYSTEMSINC.COM 
email: brakesystems@brakesystemsinc.com 
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DISTRIBUTOR OF:  
AIR CYLINDERS MIDLAND HALDEX BRAKE PRODUCTS 

BENDIX - POWER BRAKES HYDRAULICS & 
COMPRESSORS 

PBD REPLACEMENT AIR VALVES 

BLUE OX EXHAUST BRAKES REXROTH INDUSTRIAL CONTROLS WABCO 

C/R,SKF AIR DRYERS, BEARINGS TSE SPRING BRAKES 

CARLISLE INDUSTRIAL BRAKE PRODUCTS VELVAC BRAKE & ELECTRIC PRODUCTS 

CHICAGO RAWHIDE AIR DRYERS WAGNER / FEDERAL MOGUL 

DELCO BOOSTERS & VACUUM PUMPS WEATHERHEAD HOSE & FITTINGS 

DEL HYDRAULIC WILLIAMS CONTROLS - AIR VALVES & 
ELECTRONIC THROTTLES 

ELECTRONIC THROTTLE CONTROLS ZERO-RUST 

EUCLID / SEALCO/ARVIN-MERITOR MANUFACTURER OF: SPECIALTY 
ELECTRONIC THROTTLE & BRAKE 
PRODUCTS 

FIRESTONE - RIDE RITE EXHAUST BRAKES - BLUE OX 

GROVER AIR HORNS AIR CYLINDERS - BSI & WILLIAMS  

HAYES LEMMERZ CONTROLLERS AIR VALVES– BSI & WILLIAMS 

HORTON FAN CLUTCHES REMANUFACTURER OF: 
               BRAKE BOOSTERS 

KIP SOLENOIDS LUCAS/GIRLING BACKING PLATES 

LOCKTITE AIR VALVES, FAN HUBS 

MAGNETEK / PATRIOT / GEMCO / WAGNER 
INDUSTRIAL BRAKE PRODUCTS 

PRESSURE CONVERTERS 

MGM SPRING BRAKES INDUSTRIAL CALIPERS 

                      AIR COMPRESSORS 
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